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Abstract

This paper argues that firm entry and exit play critical roles in determining how immigrant
workers are absorbed into and affect local industries. Using a comprehensive collection of sur-
vey and administrative data from the U.S. Census Bureau, it documents a positive relationship
between inflows of immigrant workers and firm presence throughout the firm size distribu-
tion. These extensive margin responses play a dominant role in immigrant worker absorp-
tion, accounting for more than two-thirds of immigrant-induced job creation. Observed prox-
ies for productivity further reveal an important heterogeneity: immigrant inflows increase the
probability of exit by lower-productivity firms and decrease the probability of exit by higher-
productivity firms, with the latter effect driving the overall reduction in firm exit. A general
equilibrium model proposes a mechanism that ties immigrant workers to high-productivity
firms and shows how accounting for heterogeneous firm entry and exit can yield substantially
larger estimates of immigrant-generated economic surplus than canonical models of labor de-
mand.
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1 Introduction

The Census Bureau estimates that by 2030, immigration will overtake natural increase (births mi-
nus deaths of natives) as the primary driver of population growth in the United States.1 This
far-reaching demographic change will translate into a workforce that increasingly relies on immi-
grants, magnifying the need for a comprehensive understanding of how they are absorbed into
labor markets and ultimately shape local economies. Recent advances to data and theory have
dramatically expanded our insight into the role of labor demand in this process, with a particular
focus on the form and choice of production technique.2 Nonetheless, most of this literature has
either implicitly or explicitly restricted its attention to representative firm models of production
that, by definition, do not feature differences across firms in input use or total factor productiv-
ity. Moreover, the empirical work that has studied individual firm responses to immigration has
largely centered on existing firms in non-U.S. settings.3

In contrast, broader study of theU.S. economy—the largest immigrant destination in theworld—
finds that firm entry and exit dynamics are crucial drivers of job creation and productivity growth,
particularly when firm entry is accompanied by the exit of less productive firms.4 Furthermore,
immigrant workers appear to be especially active in changing firm entry and shut down decisions:
immigrants have a higher propensity to start businesses than natives5, are relatively more likely to
work for new businesses6, and prevent establishment exit in the short run.78 When viewed through
this lens, the question of how local industries generate enough jobs to absorb immigrant inflows
naturally leads us to consider firm entry and firm exit. When we accordingly open the door to dif-
ferences in productivity and input use across firms, such entry and exit introduces a new channel
through which immigrants alter a local economy: by changing its firm composition.

In this paper, I thus argue that immigrant absorption into local industries and the subsequent
effects immigrant workers have on these local industries are predicated on firm entry and firm
exit. I conduct several empirical analyses using administrative data from the U.S. Census Bureau’s
Longitudinal Business Database (LBD), the universe of survey responses to the Decennial Cen-
sus Long Form, and survey responses to the American Community Survey (ACS) to illustrate this
proposition. The first set of analyses quantifies and characterizes the effect of immigrant worker
inflows on firm presence in U.S. local industries, defined as commuting zone-industry pairings.
To resolve endogeneity concerns, I develop a new shift-share instrument for immigrant inflows
into a local industry that exploits bilateral emigration data in non-U.S. OECD member nations to
isolate exogenous migration pushes from over 150 sending countries. These exogenous pushes

1See Vespa and Armstrong (2018).
2See, e.g., Lewis (2005, 2012); Clemens et al. (2018); Dustmann andGlitz (2015); Peri (2012);Mitaritonna et al. (2017);

Lewis (2011); D’Amuri et al. (2010); Peri and Sparber (2009); Gonzalez and Ortega (2011).
3See, e.g., Mitaritonna et al. (2017); Malchow-Moller et al. (2012).
4See, e.g., Foster et al., 2008; Bartelsman and Doms, 2000; Baldwin and Gu, 2006.
5See, e.g., Borjas (1986); Fairlie and Lofstrom (2015); Kerr and Kerr (2018); Hunt (2011); Azoulay et al. (2020).
6See, e.g., Kerr and Kerr (2016).
7See Orrenius et al. (2020).
8This paper will use the term workers to encompass both the self-employed and employees.
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are distributed into specific local industries using prior compatriot locational choices and contem-
poraneous compatriot industry choices in other Census Regions. I find a robust, positive effect
of immigrant inflows on firm presence within local industries. Each immigrant added roughly
0.05 additional firms to the commuting zone and industry in which they worked in the decades
spanning 1980 through 2010, an effect that is felt throughout the size distribution.

These extensive margin effects are at the crux of two novel empirical results on immigrant ab-
sorption. First, firm entry and the prevention of firm exit account for more than two-thirds of
immigrant-induced job creation, while the expansion of continuing firms plays aminimal role over
the span of a decade. In U.S. local industries, immigrant absorption is a phenomenon driven by
firm entry and exit. Second, firm productivity is a keymoderator of how immigration impacts firm
shut down decisions. Using a set of productivity proxies and a panel of nearly all U.S. firms in op-
eration as of 2000, I find that immigrant inflows into local industries increase the probability of exit
by lower-productivity firms while decreasing the probability of exit by higher-productivity firms,
with the latter effect driving the overall reduction in firm exit. These results suggest a productive
reallocation through creative destruction. A second panel that follows a representative sample of
firms covered by the 2007 Survey of Business Owners (SBO) through 2012 adds nuance to this pri-
mary finding: native-owned, lower-productivity firms are substantially more likely to shut down
in response to immigrant inflows than are immigrant-owned, lower-productivity firms. The results
from this second panel are suggestive of ties between immigrant entrepreneurs and employees.

The empirical results in this paper have important implications for how economists and poli-
cymakers evaluate immigration in general equilibrium. In order to elucidate this point, I develop
a theoretical framework that incorporates firm heterogeneity into the analysis of immigration by
combining workhorse labor and trade models (e.g., Melitz, 2003; Ottaviano and Peri, 2008). In the
spirit of Bustos (2011), I propose amechanism that ties high-productivity firms to immigrantwork-
ers: some firms pay additional fixed costs to access a technology that allows them to better utilize
immigrant employees. Because these firmsmust pay an additional cost, they are positively selected
on productivity. When immigrant exposure increases, these higher-productivity, high-immigrant-
use firms see larger reductions in labor costs than their lower-productivity counterparts, and com-
petitive forces drive the lowest-productivity firms out of the market. The effect of immigration on
native welfare—the “immigration surplus”—in this framework hinges on the effect of immigration
on firm entry and firm reallocation. Immigrant-induced changes to the productivity composition
and mass of firms generate first-order welfare benefits. In comparison, second-order effects that
also arise in canonical, representative firm models of production are relatively muted.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a brief literature review.
Section 3 describes the comprehensive U.S. Census Bureau data and shift-share identification ap-
proachused in subsequent analyses. Section 4 quantifies and characterizes the positive relationship
between immigrant worker inflows and increased business presence and culminates by showing
how this relationship drives immigrant absorption. Section 5 analyzes firm shut down decisions in
response to immigrant worker inflows, stratified by correlates of initial firm productivity. Section 6
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synthesizes the results from Sections 4 and 5 and discusses welfare implications using a theoretical
model. Section 7 concludes.

2 Related Literature

This paper add to a growing literature that utilizes advances in data availability to study firm-
level responses to immigration. Motivated by Lewis (2005) and Lewis (2012), it is focused on how
labor demand responds to immigrant inflows, as opposed to other important immigrant absorbing
mechanisms—including changes in product mix (e.g., Gonzalez and Ortega, 2011) and changes to
labor supply (e.g., Monras, 2020).

Two important, related papers contain results regarding the effect of immigrant workers on es-
tablishment presence and related outcomes in U.S. labor markets. The most closely related work
this paper is Orrenius et al. (2020), who use a different panel of establishments—the National
Establishment Time Series—and source of immigration measurement—the Current Population
Survey—to study the effect of immigration on establishment presence, establishment entry rates,
and establishment exit rates in 160 U.S. Core-Based Statistical Areas (CBSAs). These analysis are
broadly similar to those found in Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2. Both Orrenius et al. (2020) and this paper
find that increased presence of immigrant workers increases establishment presence and reduces
establishment exit; however, unlike Orrenius et al. (2020), this paper also finds an increase in es-
tablishment entry. One possibility for this discrepancy is the time horizons studied—Orrenius et
al. (2020) study year-over-year changes, whereas Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2 study changes over the
span of a decade. Other key differences between the two studies include data and identification.
Because of the comprehensive suite of data provided by the Census Bureau, I am able to analyze
over 40 industry groups within commuting zones that cover the entire continental U.S. and con-
struct measures of immigration at this granular level. This helps me isolate the effect of immigrant
workers as suppliers of labor on business dynamics. The two papers also differ in which “shifts”
we use for our shift-share instrumentation. As discussed in Section 3.2, I rely on the shifts (emi-
gration shocks) for identification, implying a fundamentally different identifying assumption than
that of Orrenius et al. (2020). Olney (2013) presents evidence that low-skilled immigrants gener-
ate increased establishment presence in the 30 largest U.S. metropolitan areas using a yearly panel
that covers 1998 through 2008. These findings are consistent with those presented in Section 3, and
help motivate the expanded set of empirical analyses I present below.

Other studies on U.S. local labor markets comport with findings in Sections 4 and 5. Burchardi
et al. (2020) analyze U.S. counties during the same study period as this paper and find that im-
migration leads to increased innovation (as measured by patents), job creation, job destruction,
job growth skewness, and local wages. That job destruction increases in tandem with job cre-
ation—indicating an increase in dynamism—aligns with the increased creative destruction at the
firm level found in Section 5. Further evidence consistent with these dynamics comes from recent
work on immigration enforcement. Ayromloo et al. (2020) find that state enforcement of e-Verify
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laws—which have previously been shown to lead to declines in the presence of undocumented
workers (Bohn et al., 2014)—lead to exits by larger firms. All told, this paper contributes advances
a growing literature on the link between immigration and economic dynamism and productivity
by suggesting that firm entry and exit are key mechanisms underlying this link.

Outside of the U.S., Beerli et al. (2021) study Switzerland’s abolition of restrictions on cross-
border commuters and also find that the availability of foreign-born workers leads to an increase
in firm presence in areas most affected by the policy. Unlike this study, the workers they analyze
are not immigrants since they continue to live in foreign countries and were of relatively high
educational attainment. Nonetheless, their results illuminate another context in which the effect
of foreignworkers on establishment creation is not likely due to consumer demand, given that they
still live abroad. This paper makes a similar argument regarding inflows of immigrants into the
U.S. that are, on average, of lower educational attainment than the receiving population.

Two studies specifically relate to the first benchmark result in this paper, presented in Section
4.2. Dustmann and Glitz (2015) use employer-employee linked data from Germany to test the im-
portance of alternative immigrant absorption mechanisms. As in this paper, they focus on adjust-
ment mechanisms other than wage changes. They find that 15 percent of immigrant absorption in
the tradable sector can be accounted for by firm entry and exit. This result provides important mo-
tivation for the decomposition exercise presented in Section 4.2. Although results are not directly
comparable because my analysis includes nontradable industries and is conducted at the local in-
dustry level, my results do suggest that firm entry and exit play a substantially larger role in U.S.
immigrant absorption. Hong and McLaren (2015) find that immigrant inflows lead to spillover
job creation—specifically, that each immigrant generates 1.2 jobs in local labor markets that they
arrive in. They also find that effects are primarily driven by the nontradable industries, which
leads them to conclude that immigrant consumer demand is responsible for local spillover job cre-
ation. In contrast to their motivation (but not their results), my empirical specification attempts to
control for the effect of immigrant-specific consumer demand, instead focusing on adjustments to
immigration that are made on the supply side of the product market.

A growing body of work relates to the findings in Section 5 and its implications for immigrant-
induced changes to local productivity. Mitaritonna et al. (2017) study the effect of immigration
on firm productivity in France, primarily focusing on a panel of existing, continuing firms rather
than entry and exit. They find that exposure to immigrants increases productivity within firms
and decreases the probability of firm exit, the latter of which is also found in Section 5 here. How-
ever, Mitaritonna et al. (2017) do not find that exit prevention is stratified by firm productivity.
Once again, this discrepancy may be caused by their focus on the manufacturing sector, differ-
ences between the French and U.S. economies as a whole, the fact that immigrant inflows were
skill-intensive in their setting, or differences in how initial firm productivity is measured. Future
work reconciling these differences will help clarify the external validity of the results contained
in this paper. Peri (2012) analyzes a state-decade panel and finds that immigrant inflows into the
workforce generate increases in total factor productivity, resulting in an immigration surplus that
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is augmented by endogenous technological change. He finds that at least half of this technological
change is mediated by task reallocation and increased specialization by native workers in response
to immigrant inflows. In conjunction with the aforementioned literature on the importance of firm
entry and exit to productivity gains, the empirical results presented in this paper suggest that some
of this task specialization may occur through reallocations that are enabled by firm entry and exit.

In general, my results also suggest that taking entrepreneurship into account is crucial to the
economic analysis of immigration. This notion is broadly in line with Beaudry et al. (2018), who
reintroduce the importance of entrepreneurship to labor demand using a search theoretic frame-
work. It also relates to recent work by Karahan et al. (2019) and Hopenhayn et al. (2018), who
model and test for the importance of population growthdeclines in explainingdeclining entrepreneur-
ship in the U.S. economy. The results contained in Section 4.1 imply that immigration can help alle-
viate the declining start-up rate simply by replenishing population growth. However, this paper’s
focus is on the extensivemargin labor demand responses specific to immigration shocks, motivated
by unique features that immigrants bring to local economies. For example, results in Section 4.1
indicate that immigrant inflows increase firm presence, even when controlling for overall employ-
ment growth. Additionally, results in Section 5 imply that immigrant-owned firms benefit themost
from access to immigrant employees, consistent with previous evidence that immigrant employees
disproportionately work at immigrant-owned firms (Garcia-Perez, 2009; Kerr and Kerr, 2021).

This paper thus also relates to a budding literature on immigrant entrepreneurship in general,
which has recently broadened its focus from just the high-tech sector and the sciences to the broader
economy (Kerr and Kerr, 2016, 2018; Fairlie and Lofstrom, 2015; Azoulay et al., 2020). Of particular
note is new work by Azoulay et al. (2020), who use some of the same data sources as this paper
to show that immigrant entrepreneurs tend to generate more employee-hiring firms than native
entrepreneurs; and, most importantly, that this effect is present throughout the firm size distribu-
tion. I find that a group of immigrant workers that is heavily tilted towards employees rather than
self-employed entrepreneurs have a similar effect throughout the firm size distribution. In that
vein, this paper is more related to literature on how the presence of immigrant workers can spur
native entrepreneurship (e.g., Duleep et al., 2012).

Section 6 develops a theoretical model in which heterogeneous firms distinguish between im-
migrant and native workers. Simply allowing for these heterogeneities clarifies the large role indi-
vidual firms play in determining the effects immigrant workers have on local economies. Seminal
work by George Borjas (see, e.g., Chapter 7 in Borjas, 2014) motivated these “immigrant surplus”
calculations—where immigrant surplus is defined as the effect of immigration on native welfare.
As in his calculations, immigrants in my model generate increases in average native welfare when
they arrive with a different skill mix than the incumbent population. Ottaviano and Peri (2012),
meanwhile, show that immigrants can further increase nativewelfarewhen they are imperfect sub-
stitutes in production for native workers of the same skill and experience. I show that both of these
results are amplified whenwe account for heterogeneous firm responses. Waugh (2017) also stud-
ies firm dynamics in response to immigration in amodel withmonopolistic competition. While his
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focus is high-skilled immigration and the H1-B visa program, he similarly finds that immigrant in-
flows result in net firm creation. However, themechanisms throughwhich this occurs are increased
scale and an endogenous relationship between productivity and high-skilled labor. Motivated by
Bustos (2011)—who introduces endogenous technological change to the Melitz framework by al-
lowing a subset of firms to pay a higher fixed cost to access a better production technology—and
Blaum et al. (2018)—who show how heterogeneity in imported input use can dramatically alter
the effect of shocks on firm prices—I instead allow for heterogeneity in the ability of firms to utilize
immigrant labor. This introduces an alternate channel through which immigrants spur net firm
creation and increase productivity. Resulting price decreases that increase consumer welfare have
been studied by Cortes (2008) (through a wage reduction channel) and di Giovanni et al. (2014)
(through an increased variety channel). The creative destruction channel is a novel addition to
this theoretical literature.

3 Data and Identification

3.1 Data and Sample Restrictions

The analyses presented in Sections 4 and 5 are facilitated by access to confidential data from theU.S.
Census Bureau’s Longitudinal Business Database (LBD),which is constructed from administrative
tax records for each U.S. non-farm, employee-hiring, private-sector establishment. Establishments
are assigned unique, consistent identifiers that can be linked over time to create a true panel. Cru-
cially, the LBD also contains unique firm identifiers, which allows me to aggregate establishments
to their owning firms. I can therefore define a firm’s presence within a local industry as all activity
under common ownership in that local industry. The focus on firms is distinct from a focus on
establishments because it carries the possibility of a new “variety” from the perspective of the con-
sumer and an additional outside option from the perspective of a worker.9 Fort and Klimek (2018)
provide consistent North American Industrial Classification System (NAICS) codes over time for
these firms which I then map to industry groups described below. This facilitates within-industry
analyses thatmore credibly isolate the effect of immigrantworkers on firm entry and exit decisions.

The LBD allows me to go beyond the publicly-available, overall counts of establishments in a
given geography by allowing for firm counts within geography and industry group by various firm
characteristics (Section 4.1.2). Its longitudinal linkages allow me to understand whether immi-
grant inflows are preventing continuing firm deaths, spawning new firm activity, or both (Sections
4.1.2, 4.1.3, and 4.1.4). Furthermore, because each establishment-year observation contains March
12 employment, the LBD allows me to compare the role of these extensive margin channels in fa-
cilitating job creation to the role of firm expansion (Section 4.2). Finally, the LBD’s panel structure
allows me to follow individual firms over time and examine the characteristics of firms that are
more or less likely to exit in response to immigration (Section 5).

9For additional reasons to favor the study of firms over establishments in a similar context, see Haltiwanger (2015).
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In order to study the effect of immigrant presence on these outcomes, I also exploit restricted-
access U.S. Census Bureau demographic data from the 1980, 1990, and 2000 Long-Form Decennial
Censuses and the 2005 through 2012 American Community Surveys. These data allow for unusu-
ally precise measures of immigrant inflows, not just into geographies, but into relatively detailed
industry groups within U.S. county and by country of origin. These elements are important to
the identification strategy presented in Section 3.2. Because industry classifications differ between
the Census and NAICS, I construct aggregated industry groups using the 1990 Decennial Census
industry codes as a bridge between Census industry codes in other years and 3-digit NAICS codes
contained in the LBD.10 In some cases, the 1990 industry classification corresponds to more than
one 3-digit NAICS code, and in some cases a 3-digit NAICS code corresponds to more than one
1990 industry classification. The industry groups I use therefore generally represent the smallest
possible mutually-exclusive sets of industry classifications.11 Some additional aggregations are
made to ensure that industry groups do not vary excessively in size. The agriculture, mining, and
public sectors are dropped from the analysis due to relatively less reliable coverage in the LBD.
The final set of industry groups can be seen in Table A1.

The analyses presented in Section 4 and Section 5 are thus based on immigrant exposure in
commuting zone-industry group pairings—local industries—over time. Commuting zones are
groupings of countiesmeant tomimic local labormarkets. Crosswalks fromcounties to commuting
zones are downloaded from David Dorn, as used in Autor and Dorn (2013). In order to limit the
impact of measurement error and take full advantage of the precision allowed for by the restricted-
access demographic data, I make two sample restrictions: I keep local industries with at least 100
workers in all time periods and local industries whose worker counts are underlay by at least 10
demographic (Census or ACS) respondents in all time periods.

3.2 Identification Strategy

The primary specification for the analyses in Section 4 is

ΔH6:C = U + V
(
Δ�6:C

)
+ Γ-6:C + U6C + UA (6):C + Y6:C (3.1)

where 6 indexes a commuting zone, A (6) indexes the Census Region that contains commuting zone
6, : indexes an industry group, C indexes a year, and the Δ operator represents a ten-year change
within a local industry (change within 6:). For example, in Columns 2 and 3 of Table 2, ΔH6:C is
the change in firm presence in commuting zone 6 and industry group : during a given decade,

10Crosswalks provided by IPUMS-USA between the 1990 and other Census year classifications, as well as between
the 1990 Census industry classifications and NAICS codes, were crucial to this process.

11For example, 1990 Census Industry classification code 132 is “Knitting mills” and corresponds to NAICS Codes
315 and 313. However, NAICS code 313 also covers “Yarn, thread, and fabric mills,” which is 1990 Census Industry
classifiction code 142. Additionally, NAICS code 315 also includes manufacturing of “Apparel and accessories other
than knitting.” Manufacturing of apparel and accessories, knitting mills, and yarn, thread, and fabric mills are therefore
all covered in the same industry grouping in my analysis.
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divided by the start-of-decade workforce in 6: .12 The independent variable of interest, Δ�6:C , is
the change in immigrant worker stock in 6: between year C − 10 and C, divided by the start-of-
decade workforce in 6: . In that specification, the coefficient of interest V measures the number of
additional firms in operation per immigrant. -6:C is a vector of control variables that can include
1980 commuting zone-industry characteristics interacted with year dummy variables.These anal-
yses span three decades in which there were large immigrant inflows to the U.S. (1980–2010) and
cover nearly all of the contiguous U.S. in geography (more than 700 commuting zones, excluding
Alaska and Hawaii).

Even with the rich fixed effect structure contained in Equation (3.1), endogeneity concerns re-
garding immigrant industry choices within geographies and geographical choices within industry
remain. Immigrant employees, for example, may choose to work in booming industries, generat-
ing biased estimates of V. Immigrant employees may also be more adept than native workers at
locating to areas where firms are demanding relatively more labor, as found in Cadena and Ko-
vak (2016), even if they work in the same industry. Meanwhile, if immigrant entrepreneurs are
attracted to geographies where they face less competition or if immigrant employees are linked to
large firms in more concentrated markets, ordinary least squares (OLS) estimates of V with firm
presence as an outcome may contain a downward bias. Attenuation bias from measurement error
may also bias estimates, given that immigrant inflows can be small (and thus estimated from rel-
atively few unweighted sample observations) within commuting zone-industry group. In short,
even in a relatively saturated model, isolating exogenous variation that pushes immigrants into
local industries substantially strengthens our case for a causal interpretation of V.

3.2.1 Emigrants IV

A standard shift-share instrument for immigrant stock �6:C takes the following form:

IStandard6:C ≡ 1
�6:,1980

∑
>

c>6,1980 × �>:C

where c6>,1980 is the share of origin country >’s stock of 1980 U.S. immigrants that was located
in commuting zone 6, �>:C is the stock of year C U.S. immigrants from origin country > working in
industry group , and �6:,1980 is the 1980workforce in local industry 6: . In this standard setup,ΔI6:C
would serve as an instrument for Δ�6:C in Equation (3.1), with shift component Δ�>:C representing
net immigration into industry group : from origin country >.

Previous literature has implicitly recognized the value of an exogenous shift in a shift-share
instrument. In a widely-cited, recent example Autor et al. (2013), instrument for Chinese import
exposure in U.S. local labor markets by interacting measures of initial industry concentration in
commuting zones (shares) with Chinese, industry-level export growth to eight advanced, non-
U.S. economies (shifts). Non-U.S. export growth takes the place of industry-level Chinese import
growth in the U.S. in an effort to purge the instrument of supply and demand dynamics in specific

12From this point forward, region will refer to a Census Region: East, West, South, or Midwest.
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U.S. local labor markets. Similar efforts to replace aggregate immigrant inflows from origin coun-
tries with exogenous, origin-specific migration push factors have been made in the immigration
literature.13 A particular motivating example is Llull (2017), who uses conflict, natural disasters,
changes in per capita income, and changes to political regimes as origin-country-level shifts. He
interacts these plausibly exogenous shifts with flexible education-experience-cell fixed effects to
distribute them into the specific experience-education cells that he studies in destination areas.

Recent work by Borusyak et al. (2020) and Jaeger et al. (2018) provide some explicit theoretical
backing for the use of plausibly exogenous shifts. Borusyak et al. (2020) show that when shifts
represent a set of relatively disbursed and uncorrelated shocks across origin countries, their quasi-
random assignment conditional on shares can overcome endogeneity in the share component of
the instrument.14 In particular relevance for the immigration shift-share instrument, Jaeger et al.
(2018) show that aggregate immigrant inflows into the U.S. are highly serially correlated in their
origin country composition. This generates a potentially severe bias in which panel regressions
can confound short- and long-run responses to immigration: ΔIStandard

6:C
can often be just as—if

not more—correlated with Δ�6:,C−10 than it is with Δ�6:C . Thus, to the extent that they are more
plausibly exogenous and less serially correlated at the origin-country-level than aggregate inflows,
push factors that replace Δ�>:C are also less likely to generate bias estimated V coefficients from
Equation (3.1).

In this paper, I construct a shift-share instrument that borrows in spirit from Llull (2017) and
Autor et al. (2013). First, I note that

�>:C ≡ d>:C × �>C

where d>:C is the share of origin country >’s stock of year C U.S. immigrants that are working in
industry group : , and �>C is origin country >’s stock of year C U.S. immigrants. Thus15,

IStandard6:C =
1

�6:,1980

∑
>

c>6,1980 × d>:C × �>C (3.2)

Next, utilizing the German Institute for Employment Research’s (IAB) Brain-Drain Data—a
unique data set that contains counts of bilateral emigrant stocks frommore than 150 sending coun-
tries worldwide residing in 19 non-U.S. OECD member nations (Brücker et al., 2013)—I am able
to replace �>C in (3.2) with

"non-U.S.
>C =

∑
3∈{OECD}\U.S.

Emigrants>3C

where Emigrants>3C is the stock of emigrants from origin country > living in destination country
13See, e.g., Angrist and Kugler (2003), Monras (2020), and Llull (2017).
14This identifying assumption contrasts with Goldsmith-Pinkham et al. (2020), who focus on exogeneity in the share

component as a sufficient condition for instrument validity.
15A more current version of the standard instrument would use �> (−6):C ≡ d> (−6):C × �> (−6)C instead of �>:C , leaving

out the stock of immigrants specific to geography 6. For more, see Appendix Section A.2.
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3 at time C.16 "non-U.S.
>C is therefore a count of emigrants from origin country > living in 19 OECD

member nations other than the United States.17 The idea behind replacing �>C with "non-U.S.
>C is to

retain the full suite of factors that are pushing individuals in origin country > to emigrate—both to
the U.S. and to other destinations—while discarding any factors that are specifically pulling immi-
grants into the U.S.—including andmost importantly, 6:-specific labor demand. Just as Autor et al.
(2013) claim that Chinese exports to non-U.S. countries reflect increases in Chinese export produc-
tivity rather than product demand in the U.S., I claim that non-U.S. emigrant outflows are much
more likely to reflect migration push factors in origin countries rather than demand in specific U.S.
labor markets.

Finally, exploiting the detailed information on industry and origin country contained in the
U.S. Census Bureau’s demographic data, I am able to replace d>:C in (3.2) with

d> (−A (6)):C =

∑
A ∈{U.S.}\{A (6) } [Immigrant Workers]>A:C∑

:

∑
A ∈{U.S.}\{A (6) } [Immigrant Workers]>A:C

where [Immigrant Workers]>A:C represents the stock of year C immigrantworkers fromorigin coun-
try > working in sector : in U.S. Census Region A (6) that contains commuting zone 6. d (−A (6))>:C
is therefore the year C share of immigrants from origin country > in all areas other than the region
A (6) that contains commuting zone 6 that work in sector : . Allocating emigrants into industry
groups using d (−A (6))>:C takes advantage of the fact that immigrants from particular countries tend
to specialize in certain industries due to comparative advantage, but once again discards demand
factors from the specific local industry being studied by leaving out region A (6). d (−A (6))>:C per-
forms the role of disbursing aggregate stocks into industry groups in the way that fixed effects
disburse exogenous pushes into education-experience cells in Llull (2017).

The result is a new instrumental variable for year C immigrant presence in local industry 6: :

I
Emigrants
6:C

=
1

�6:,1980

∑
>

c>6,1980 × d> (−A (6)):C × "non-U.S.
>C (3.3)

I
Emigrants
6:C

predicts the number of immigrants residing in a given commuting zone 6 based onnetwork-
induced locational preference, working in industry : due to country-specific comparative advan-
tage, and pushed into the U.S. by factors that pushed their compatriots to emigrate to non-U.S.
destinations as well. In Sections 4.1, 4.2, ΔI6:C will serve as the instrumental variable for Δ�6:C , and
in Section 5, I6:C will serve as an instrumental variable for �6:C .18 ΔI

Emigrants
6:C

is a valid instrument for
Δ�6:C if shifts Δ

[
d> (−A (6)):C × "non-U.S.

>C

]
are conditionally uncorrelated with unobserved factors in

the local industries whose commuting zones have the highest shares c>6,1980. Violations can occur
16The 19 OECD nations covered in the dataset are: Australia, Austria, Canada, Chile, Denmark, Finland, France,

Germany, Greece, Ireland, Luxembourg, Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland,
and the United Kingdom. Results are robust to dropping Canada as a destination.

17Orefice and Peri (2020) independently use a similar “leave-country-out” instrumentation strategy for immigration
to French regions.

18Models in Section 5 contain firm-by-local-industry fixed effects, which take the place of the 6:-level differencing
seen in Equation (3.1).
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when labor demand shocks pull immigrants into local industries in areas where their compatriots
are already heavily concentrated.

A simple and relevant example that helps illustrate the utility of ΔIEmigrants
6:C

comes from the
housing bubble that metastasized between 2000 and 2005, largely in the South and West of the
U.S. The housing bubble created a large labor demand shock for construction workers in the South
and West Census Regions of the U.S., and induced immigrant workers from Mexico to fill this de-
mand—the kind of inflow an instrumental variable should not use for identification of V in Equa-
tion (3.1). As seen in Panel A of Figure 1, Mexican inflows into the construction sector between
2000 and 2005 were more than 10 times larger than those from the next closest country. As seen in
Panel B of Figure 1, general immigrant inflows into the construction sector across commuting zones
predominantly took place in housing bubble cities throughout the South and West regions of the
country. On the other hand, there is no reason to believe that the U.S. housing bubble would cause
large outflows of Mexican emigrants to non-U.S. OECD countries. Furthermore, relative to the na-
tional trend, the change in propensity of Mexican immigrants to locate in the construction sector,
outside of the South and West regions was not unusually strong. Thus, the aggregate component
of ΔIEmigrants

6:C
between 2000 and 2005[

d> (−A (6)):,2005 × "non-US
>,2005 − d> (−A (6)):,2000 × "non-US

>,2000

]
should not reflect the labor demand shocks in construction that were occurring in the South and
West of the country at that time. These two factors are illustrated in Panel A of Figure 2, where
Mexico has a much more modest aggregate component for the construction sector between 2000
and 2005. The ultimate result of these corrections can be seen in Panel B, where the instrument-
predicted immigrant inflows are far less concentrated in bubble cities.

Results presented below, along with a series of analyses in Section A.2 test several considera-
tions regarding the validity of ΔIEmigrants

6:C
more broadly and systematically, with a particular focus

on recently-formalized concerns regarding shift-share instrumentation. All told, the emigrants-
based instrument passes a battery of tests meant to vet its validity for use. ΔIEmigrants

6:C
and IEmigrants

6:C

therefore become the instruments of choice for Sections 4 and 5.

3.2.2 Fixed Effects

With our instrument fully detailed, we can now fully describe the utility of each fixed effect in
Equation (3.1). For the decade ending in year C, U6C removes any effects immigrant inflows have
at the commuting zone level as a whole. Under the premise that immigrants do not solely de-
mand goods in the industry in which they work, U6C insulates V from being identified by changes
in consumption patterns that can result from immigration (e.g., Hong and McLaren, 2015). This
premise is strengthened by the fact thatwe compare across 40 industry groupswithin a commuting
zone—a level of detail allowed for by the granularity in each Census Bureau data source. Absent
U6C , an inflow of immigrants into the “Hospitals” industry group can generate an increase in eco-
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nomic activity in other nontradable industry groups because the new immigrant workers in the
“Hospitals” industry group also consume goods and services locally. By including U6C and thus
inducing comparison across industry groups within a given commuting zone and decade, V mea-
sures the increase in economic activity in the “Hospitals” industry group above and beyond what
other industry groups experienced due to this consumer demand effect.

UA (6):C plays an important role in ensuring instrument validity. d (−A )>:C allocates immigrants
from origin country > into industry group : based on national level trends of industry choice for
origin country > immigrants (excluding region A). In the absence of U:C , national level shocks to
industry : would naturally allocate all workers towards industry group : , regardless of origin.
U:C precludes these shocks—which would induce both an increase in economic activity in sector :
across all commuting zones and in ΔIEmigrants

6:C
—from contaminating V. Instead, with the inclusion

of UA (6):C , workers from origin country > must be locating in industry group : above and beyond
the regional trend, and doing so in regions where they are not affected by labor demand shocks
in commuting zone 6. Thus, ΔIEmigrants

6:C
is more credibly sourced from immigrants’ comparative

advantages in certain industries through d (−A )>:C when UA (6):C is included.

3.2.3 Education Level of Immigrant Inflows19

An important question regarding the identification strategy relates to the skill content of the im-
migrant inflows represented by in Δ�6:C , particularly when it is instrumented for by ΔIEmigrants

6:C
.

When there are extant skill differences across native and foreign-born workers, the average set of
native skills becomes more scarce when immigrant workers flow into the economy, generating av-
erage wage gains for native workers. In this paper—including the model presented in Section 6—I
consider this seminal Borjas (1999) “immigration surplus” insight within the context of firm het-
erogeneity: when immigrants arrive into a local industry, the composition of firms shifts towards
those that are more reliant on the skills immigrant workers bring with them.

Because of how they proxy for differences in labor market skill, differences in educational at-
tainment across immigrants and natives are a crucial channel throughwhich a connection between
immigration and economic activity can arise in a manner that does not just reflect general popu-
lation growth.20 There are two important questions to ask regarding the educational composition
of immigrant worker inflows Δ�6:C when instrumented for by ΔI6:C : 1) how different is the com-
position from that of the receiving native population and 2) how different is the composition from
that of the typical immigrant inflow to the U.S. Answering the first question tells us whether we
can expect native welfare gains through standard immigration surplus channels described above.
The second question is akin to asking about the local average treatment effect (LATE) associated

19This analysis uses publicly-available data in order to avoid excessive disclosure requests from the U.S. Census Bu-
reau.

20Though it is far from the only: immigrants can differ on other characteristics that also imbue them with different
labor market skills than natives. For example, lower-educated immigrant workers may have a comparative advantage
in performing tasks that are less communication-oriented relative to lower-educated native workers (Peri and Sparber,
2009). This insight is also built into the model presented in Section 6.
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with ΔI6:C under treatment effect heterogeneity.21 By identifying the effect of immigration on firm-
related outcomes using emigrants who were pushed to non-U.S. destinations rather than U.S. im-
migrants, are we studying the effect of a fundamentally different type of immigrant worker than
was typical during the study period?

Figure 3 benchmarks the differences in educational attainment associated with immigrant in-
flows relative to the receiving native workforces in the local industries studied throughout this
paper. The bars reflecting immigrant inflows are obtained by replacing ΔH6:C with Δ�Educ. Level

6:C
in

Equation (3.1), where Δ�Educ. Level
6:C

represents the change in the number of immigrants in a given
commuting zone-industry pair with a given educational attainment level:

Δ�Educ. Level6:C = U + #
[
Δ�6:C

]
+ Γ-6:C + U6C + UA (6):C + Y6:C (3.4)

Exploiting the adding-up property of linear regression, estimating Equation (3.4) for mutually ex-
clusive and exhaustive educational groupings decomposes howmanyworkers of each educational
attainment category are brought in by each immigrant, on average. The left bar of Figure 3 pro-
vides the average educational attainment of native workers across decade start-years—1980, 1990,
and 2000—for comparison.

Figure 3 contains two key findings related to the question posed above. First, comparing the
Emigrants IV bar to the Average Native bar reveals that whether or not immigrants pushed by
ΔI

Emigrants
6:C

change the educational composition of the workforce depends on howwe classify work-
ers based on education. On average, foreign-bornworkerswho flow into theU.S. between 1980 and
2010 are more likely to have no more than a high-school degree than native workers in receiving
commuting zone-industry pairings, but are just as likely to hold a college degree. Second, com-
paring the Emigrants IV bar to the OLS bar reveals that ΔIEmigrants

6:C
tends to push immigrants of

a slightly higher educational attainment into the U.S. relative to the “typical” immigrant inflow
during the study period; however, these differences are small. Section A.2.2 in the Appendix pro-
vides further details on how ΔI

Emigrants
6:C

compares to the average immigrant inflow on a variety of
dimensions, beyond educational attainment.

4 Immigrant Workers, Firm Entry and Exit, and Local Industries

A bevy of previous literature indicates that firm entry is integral to job creation in the overall U.S.
economy (e.g., Decker et al., 2014), and that immigrant workers—both as entrepreneurs and em-
ployees—tend to be over-represented in new firms (e.g, Kerr and Kerr, 2016). This section tests a
hypothesis that follows naturally from these studies: that immigrant worker inflows increase firm
presence and that this increase, in turn, is critical to the absorption of immigrant workers.

21This is a slight abuse of terms, as the LATE is only well-defined for a binary instrumental variable. Nonetheless,
this language helps us frame the question of “who is pushed by the instrument?”
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4.1 The Effect of Immigrant Workers on Firm Presence in Local Industries

4.1.1 Quantifying the Effect

Table 2 displays first stage, OLS, and IV results from estimating Equation (3.1) using a full set of
controls and fixed effects. In it, I find a strong, positive effect of immigrant worker presence on
firm presence that is larger when corrected for endogeneity. Each immigrant generates roughly
0.05 new firms, on net, when they enter a commuting zone and industry group (Column 3). This
estimate survives flexible controls for any confounding factors that may affect firm presence in
the commuting zone as a whole through U6C (e.g., general immigrant inflows into the commuting
zone or overall population growth) and any confounding factors that may affect firm presence in
the industry group regionally through UA (6):C (e.g., secular growth in services sectors).

Table 3 demonstrates the stability and robustness of the estimate in Column 3 of Table 2. First,
moving from Column 1 to Column 2 indicates the utility of including U:C and U6C relative to a
traditional first differences approach (just including UC). Nearly half of the first difference esti-
mate disappears when we compare across industry groups within a commuting zone, relative to
when we simply compare across commuting zone-industry group pairs. These are effects likely
explained by consumer demand, either through immigrant inflows that are correlated within ge-
ography across industry groups or through general population growth in the commuting zone.
Columns 2 through 6 then display a stable estimate, regardless of control and fixed effects sets
(note that Column 4 replicates Column 3 of Table 2). Of particular note, the estimate in Column
5 survives the inclusion of an endogenous control variable for overall growth in the number of
workers, indicating that the effects found in Table 2 and 3 are immigrant-specific, and not simply
a general labor supply shock.22 This column also implicitly controls for any non-nativity-specific,
within-industry group demand that may generate V, and still finds essentially the same effect. Ad-
ditionally, the estimates in Column 6 implement the double-instrumentation strategy proposed in
Jaeger et al. (2018) to account for serial correlation that can undermine shift-share-based estimate
interpretation. The relative strength of the � statistic and continued stability of the contemporane-
ous effect estimate indicate that Equation (3.1) passes this test.

Overall, Tables 2 and 3 find a broad-based, positive effect of immigration on firm presence
within local markets defined by a commuting zone and industry group. It finds that each im-
migrant worker (employee or self-employed) leads to the creation of roughly 0.05 firms, on net.
Because of the way Equation (3.1) is set up, and because there are over 40 industry groups, I con-
tend that this effect primarily originates from the supply side of the product market, with changes
in consumer demand largely soaked up by U6C . In addition, the magnitude of the IV result in
Table 2 points to both economic significance and to the importance of immigrant employees. Back-
of-the-envelope calculations from the 2018 release of the Business Dynamics Statistics show that
there were around 0.035 new firms created, on net, per additional worker in the U.S. from 1980

22Themodel presented in Section 6 hypothesizes that this is due to the variety of reasons immigrant andnativeworkers
may be imperfect substitutes, including educational attainment.
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through 2010. The estimated coefficient of V̂ ≈ 0.05, then, indicates that immigrant workers are
substantially more active on the extensive margin.

However, while Δ�6:C includes both employees and self-employed immigrants, back of the en-
velope calculations also tell us that the effects found here are unlikely to be fully explained by im-
migrant entrepreneurship. As shown in Figure A1 of Appendix Section A.2, immigrants pushed
by ΔIEmigrants

6:C
are overwhelmingly not entrepreneurs themselves, with each immigrant leading to

an additional 0.96 employees and only an additional 0.04 self-employedworkers in a local industry.
Taken at face value, 0.04 new firms per immigrant worker due to immigrant entrepreneurship (80
percent of the total V̂ ≈ 0.05) is likely a severe overestimate, even if it places as an upper bound on
the role of immigrant entrepreneurship.23 A substantial number of those classifying themselves as
self-employed in Census Bureau demographic data do not own employee-hiring firms that would
be covered by the LBD. Rather, many are independent contractors, owners of non-employee-hiring
firms, or undocumented workers who do not wish to report that they are employed by a private
company. Indeed, between 1980 and 2010, the self-employed workforce in the private sector rose
by roughly 5.5 million, while the number of firms in the private sector rose by 1.5 million – imply-
ing around 0.27 LBD firms per self-employed individual. A more likely estimate, then, is that new
firms started by immigrant entrepreneurs are responsible for closer to 20% of the overall effect on
firm presence (0.01 out of 0.05). Immigrant employees appear to play a co-equal, if not central,
role in generating the effects found here, and this motivates their role in the model presented in
Section 6.

4.1.2 Characterizing the Effect: Entry and Exit

Figure 4 characterizes the results contained in Column 3 of Table 2 by separating the change in the
stock of firms into its flow components:

ΔFirms6:C = FirmsAge<10
6:C

− FirmsShut down between C−10 and C
6:,C−10 + Residual (4.1)

That is, the change in the number of firms in commuting zone 6 and industry group : between
C − 10 and C can be split into its relative contributions from firms that started between time C − 10
and C and are operating in 6: , firms that were operating in 6: at C − 10 that have shut down by
time C, and a residual term that primarily captures net relocations and expansions into a given 6:
pair from other 6: pairs.24 This decomposition is only enabled through the longitudinal linkages
provided in the LBD. Here and throughout the rest of the paper, firm age is measured as the age
of its oldest establishment.

Figure 4 plots the results of estimating Equation (3.1) using these disaggregated outcomes, each
23Technically, in many forms of businesses, business owners are also employees. However, it is far more likely that

a business owner who also reports being an “employee” on her business’s tax statement would self-report being “self-
employed” on the Decennial Census/ACS than being an “employee.”

24Shut down is defined as all of a firm’s national establishments having shut down. If all a firm’s establishments in
a given commuting zone and industry have shut down, but the firm is still in operation nationally, this firm would be
counted negatively in the residual term.
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divided by Workers6:,C−10, such that they add up to 0.0527, the primary estimate of interest from
Table 2. This figure demonstrates that 80 percent of immigrant-induced increase in firm presence
comes from the creation of new firms, though there is also a non-trivial prevention of firm death.
The residual term plays a negligible role, indicating that the extensive margin firm response to
immigrant inflows is largely localized. Of note, the estimate marked “Survived to t+5” in gray
indicates that immigrant-induced entrants are not necessarily short-lived. In fact, more than half
of the firms in this category survive well past a firm’s usual “critical period,” until 5 years after the
decade end represented by time C.

4.1.3 Characterizing the Effect: Firm Size

I next estimate Equation (3.1) by employee size bin (within 6:), with two outcomes for each bin.
The first is simply firm growth in that size bin:

ΔFirmsSize Bin
6:C

FirmsSize Bin
6:,C−10

The second only reflects the portion of that growth that came from firm entry:

FirmsSize Bin, Age<10
6:C

FirmsSize Bin
6:,C−10

I switch to growth rates as the outcome because the overall firm size distribution is heavily skewed
right.

Figure 5 contains some of the most important results in Section 4.1. It finds a robust, large
effect of immigrant inflows on net firm entry throughout the firm size distribution, and one that
is largest at both tails when viewed in within-bin terms. That is, when we account for the fact that
most firms are small, immigrant-induced increases in firm presence are not disproportionately
seen in the lower end of the firm size distribution. In addition, new firm creation almost entirely
drives this effect through firms up to 99 employees. Starting with firms of at least 100 employees,
a divergence emerges in which the increase total firm presence is also driven by older firms. These
results are consistent with the notion that new firms tend to be smaller, but also illustrate a novel
connection between immigrant workers and large firm death prevention.

4.1.4 Characterizing the Effect: Additional Heterogeneity

Figure 6 plots the results of additional heterogeneity analyses across industry groupings and geo-
graphic region. The top groupingprovides evidence that the effects found thus far are not driven by
one particular region. In particular, based on the coefficient in the West Census Region, California
is not the driving force behind the results in this section. The next set of analyses designates each
industry group (Table A1) as tradable or non-tradable, then estimates Equation (3.1) separately
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for each set of industry groups. I generate this designation by aggregating 1980 traded and non-
traded employment within each industry group based on the Porter (2003) classification system
for 6-digit NAICS codes. Each industry group is then designated as tradable if it hadmore tradable
employment in 1980, and vice versa. The result of this exercise finds a larger effect in nontradable
industry groups, but a large effect for tradable industry groups aswell. The latter is found in Olney
(2013), while the former is not. Finally, I also designate industry groups based on whether they
tend to hire higher- or lower-educated workers. Similar to Doms et al. (2010), I do this by assign-
ing industry groups with below the median share (across industry groups) of college equivalent25

workers in 1980 the “low-education hiring” designation and industry groups with above the me-
dian share the “high-education hiring” designation. This exercise shows a slightly higher effect of
immigrant workers on firm presence in low-education hiring industry groups.

4.1.5 Summary and Discussion

Immigrants appear to generate non-trivial increases in firm presence from the supply side of the
product market, as workers. The various heterogeneities that underlie this effect set up the anal-
yses that follow in Sections 4.2 and 5. Figures 4 and 5 introduce two important channels through
which immigrant absorption can occur. The majority of the effect immigrant workers have on in-
creasing firm presence comes in the form of new firms throughout the size distribution. While
smaller firms may seem prone to less absorption capability, Decker et al. (2014) use the LBD to
document that new firm creation plays a crucial role in job creation nationally, with start-up firms
alone accounting for almost 20 percent of gross job creation in a given year. They also find that
firms that grow by more than 25 percent year-over-year are disproportionately small and young,
and yet account for almost 50 percent of job creation in a given year. Additionally, that there is a
robust presence of new, medium- and large-sized firms mitigates concerns that immigrants tend
to primarily own and support “subsistence” entrepreneurship (Schoar, 2010). Meanwhile, Fig-
ures 4 and 5 also show a small effect on the prevention of firm exit, but one that is concentrated
among larger firms, where the majority of workers are employed. This opens up a channel to the
prevention of job loss. Understanding the distinct roles of firm entry and exit prevention in immi-
grant absorption, and comparing them to intensive margin firm growth responses, is the primary
motivation behind Section 4.2. Meanwhile, understanding whether the prevention of firm death
either prevents productive firm turnover from taking place, or reflects the preservation of more
productive firms—which tend to be larger26—is the focus of Section 5.

That the effect is driven by firm creation and has a larger magnitude in nontradable industries
also carries the possibility of new final goods varieties for local consumers, which enhanceswelfare
in models like the one presented in Section 6. However, the existence of a large, positive, and
precisely estimated effect in tradable industries also validates the interpretation that the effects
detected using Equation (3.1) are driven by immigrant workers on the supply side of the product

250.5 times the number of workers with “Some College” plus all workers with at least a four-year college degree.
26See, e.g., Bernard and Jensen (1999); Leung et al. (2008); Baldwin et al. (2002); van Ark and Monnikhof (1996).
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market.27 In addition, the existence of a larger effect in industries that primarily utilize lower-
educated labor comports with evidence that lower-educated immigrant and native workers are
less substitutable than higher-educated immigrant and native workers (see, e.g., Peri and Sparber,
2009).

4.2 The Role of Firm Entry and Exit in Immigrant Absorption

Thus far, this section chronicles a broad, heterogeneous relationship between immigration and net
firm entry that stems from both gross firm entry and the prevention of firm exit. Previous litera-
ture, meanwhile, has documented the importance of business creation to job creation and overall
labor demand (e.g., Decker et al., 2014; Beaudry et al., 2018). In particular, both the entry of small-
to-medium sized firms and the prevention of large firm exit open up substantial channels to job
creation and the prevention of job loss, respectively. The question of how immigrants are absorbed
into labor markets—or, put differently, how the economy creates enough jobs to keep pace with
immigrant inflows—may thus hinge on firm entry and firm exit. This sub-section conducts a de-
composition exercise to test how important extensive margin firm responses—entry and exit—are
to immigrant-induced job creation.

I utilize the following decomposition of employment, enabled by the longitudinal structure of
the LBD:

ΔEmployment6:C = − EmploymentShut down between C−10 and C
6:,C−10 + EmploymentAge<10

6:C

+ ΔEmploymentContinuers6:C + Residual

where the first term represents job loss from firm deaths between C − 10 and C in commuting zone
6 and industry group : , the second term represents gross job creation at firms that were born
between C − 10 and C, and the third term represents employment growth at firms that were alive
in both C − 10 and C and in operation in 6: . The final term represents employment growth that
came from net relocations or expansions into 6: from other commuting zones and sectors between
C−10 and C. As in section 4.1.2, each term in this decomposition is divided by the Census-measured
workforce in 6: at time C−10 to retain consistencywith independent variable Δ�6:C . Thus, the effect
of Δ�6:C on ΔEmployment6:C measures the number of LBD jobs each immigrant worker generates
when they arrive and work in a commuting zone and industry group.

The results of this decomposition are seen in Table 4 and Figure 7. As a starting point, Column
1 of Table 4 and the total heights of each bar in Figure 7 provide estimates of the number of LBD
jobs generated by each immigrant. The OLS estimate in Panel A is substantially larger than the
IV estimate in Panel B (more than 40 percent). This accords with the notion that immigrants are
attracted to industries and geographies with increasing labor demand and with my claim that
ΔI

Emigrants
6:C

corrects for some of this endogeneity. It also helps add context to results from Table 2,
which found that IV estimates of immigrantworker inflows on net firm entrywere higher thanOLS

27Under the assumption that local demand for locally produced tradable goods is not strong.
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estimates. One possible explanation that squares these results is that immigrant entrepreneurs are
be attracted to areas with lower net firm entry if these areas feature less potential competition.28

However, as noted above, immigrant entrepreneurship is not likely to be the primary driver of
the effects found in this section. An alternate explanation, then, is that areas and industries with
higher employment concentration among larger firms are more likely to attract immigrants. This
latter explanation seems especially plausible given the decomposition results discussed below.

The headline estimate from Panel B indicates that each immigrant leads to 0.6 new LBD jobs in
the commuting zone and industry group she enters. There is no evidence for spillover job creation,
which is entirely consistent with results in Hong and McLaren (2015), who find that spillover job
creation is likely the result of increased immigrant consumer demand. When consumer demand
spillovers are controlled for, as they are here, scope for some displacement is in fact to be expected,
especially when looking within the fine industry groups used in the analysis and described in
Table A1. A bevy of previous literature has documented native mobility across occupations in
response to immigrant inflows, and ?, for example, document substantial native displacement in
non-tradable industries.

Columns 2–5 in Panel B of Table 4 and each of the components of the bar on the right of Figure
7 represent the first benchmark result in this paper. They show clear evidence that localized, exten-
sive margin firm responses play the dominant role in immigrant absorption, with the prevention
of firm exit on its own accounting for nearly 50 percent. Overall, point estimates indicate that the
extensive margin (including net relocation and expansion) accounts for more than 85 percent of
immigrant-induced job creation, leaving only a statistically insignificant 15 percent for the growth
of existing firms. Estimates in Columns 2 and 3 Table 4 accord naturally with results from Figure
5. While there are more new firms in the market throughout the size distribution, exit prevention
plays an outsized role in immigrant absorption because the firms that are pushed to survive by
immigrant worker inflows are large. Nonetheless, that firm entry accounts for around a quarter of
immigrant-induced job creation is also consistent with its overall importance to job creation in the
U.S. economy. ComparingColumns 2–5 across PanelsA andB also suggests interesting conclusions
regarding immigrant locational and industry choices. Immigrants appear attracted to geographies
and industries that are experiencing relocations, expansions, within-firm growth, and firm entry.
The stronger negative effect on firm death in Panel B relative to Panel A indicates that immigrants
may also be attracted to more dynamic local economies, in which productive turnover is taking
place.

In total, this sub-section makes important contributions to the literature on immigrant worker
absorption into U.S. local economies. Even when comparing across industries within the same
commuting zone, local labormarkets exhibit substantial absorption capacity for immigrant inflows.
Strikingly, I cannot reject the null hypothesis that this capacity is entirely driven by firm entry and
the prevention of firm exit. Figure 7 is perhaps the clearest illustration that extensive margin firm

28See., e.g., (Ottinger, 2020) for historical evidence that immigrantsmigrated toU.S. counties thatwere less specialized
in the industries in which they worked.
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responses drive local production’s response to immigration. Given the particular importance of
exit prevention found here, I next turn to understanding the heterogeneous effects immigrants
have on firm shut down decisions.

5 The Exit Margin

An empirical literature finds that firm turnover can play a critical role in redistributing resources
from less to more productive firms, with less productive firms exiting the market (Foster et al.,
2008). While Section 4.2 demonstrates that the prevention of firm death is overwhelmingly impor-
tant in absorbing immigrant workers, it could also imply amechanism throughwhich immigration
may stunt productive reallocation—by preventing the exit of older, low-productivity firms. In this
section, I test for this mechanism, stratifying a firm-level analysis of survival by correlates of initial
firm total factor productivity. Contrary to these concerns, I find that immigrant inflows tend to
benefit more productive firms by reducing their shut down probabilities, while culling lower pro-
ductivity firms from themarket. This heterogeneity implies a novel channel from extensivemargin
firm responses to increased local productivity in response to immigration.

5.1 Full Panel: Data and Methods

The analyses in this section utilize two panels of firms from the LBD. The first, termed the “Full
Panel,” covers all (over 4 million) firms that were in operation in 2000 in the commuting zones
and industries covered by the analysis from Section 4. It follows these firms in 2005 and 2010 and
assigns an indicator variable 1[Shut Down] 5 C a value of one if the firm has shut down by year C.
Shut down is defined as all establishments of the owning firm having died nationally by time C. The
panel is fully balanced, with one observation per firm in each 6 and : in which it operates for 2000,
2005, and 2010.29 The restriction to 2000, 2005, and 2010 is necessitated by two constraints: 1) sub-
state (e.g., commuting zone), annual estimates of the foriegn-born workforce are only available
in 2000 (Decennial Census), and 2005 onwards (ACS); and 2) the instrumental variable IEmigrants

6:C

relies on emigrant counts that are available in the IAB Brain Drain dataset only in 2000, 2005, and
2010.30

The LBD contains two correlates of productivity, employment and mean labor earnings (pay-
roll divided by employment), which I adjust to generate measures of initial productivity. The
adjustment process takes a simple form, in which I log each variable (to ensure a relatively normal
distribution of residuals) and remove firm age-by-5-digit NAICS code fixed effects. In the case
where productivity is being measured by employment for example, this step is motivated by the
fact that productive, young firms may still be small as they settle into the market and by the fact

29Note that in the “Full Panel,” thismeans the same firm can appear as a “firm”multiple times if it operates inmultiple
industries or geographies.

30Another reason relates to results expected in future drafts. Revenues, and therefore, revenue-related measures of
initial productivity are available only starting in 1998.
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that different detailed industries feature different labor input needs. Firms are then deemed “high
productivity,” if the residual from this initial regression is positive:

log(Prod. Measure) 5 ,2000 = U + U:′0 + D 5 ,2000 (5.1)

1[High Prod.] 5 ≡ 1[D̂ 5 ,2000 ≥ 0]

where 0 indexes firm age, : ′ indexes a 5-digit NAICS code, and 5 indexes a firm.
I then estimate the following linear probability models to test how immigrant presence hetero-

geneously affects firm shut down probabilities within commuting zones and industry groups:

1[Shut Down] 5 C = U + Vtotal
(
�6:C

)
(5.2)

+ Γ-6:C + U 5 + U6C + U:′C + Y 5 C
1[Shut Down] 5 C = U + Vmain (

�6:C
)
+ Vmod (

�6:C × 1[High Prod.] 5
)

(5.3)

+ Γ-6:C + U 5 + U6C + U:′C + Y 5 C

with C ∈ {2000, 2005, 2010}. �6:C is the immigrant stock of workers in commuting zone 6 and in-
dustry group : at time C, divided by the 2000 worker count in 6: . It is instrumented for by I6:C ,
defined as in Equation (3.3),.

Equation (5.2) can simply be thought of as breaking down one decade from Equation (3.1)
to the firm level—with the crucial inclusion of firm fixed effects U 5 .31 Given our findings in Sec-
tion 4.1.2, we therefore expect Vtotal < 0. Equation (5.3) serves the primary purpose for this sec-
tion, extending our understanding by stratifying the analysis based on initial firm productivity.
In particular, Vmain indicates the extent to which marginal, lower productivity, firms are sustained
(Vmain < 0) or pushed out (Vmain > 0) by immigrant worker inflows.

5.2 Full Panel: Results

Table 5 presents the results of estimating (5.2) and (5.3) on the “Full Panel.” Columns 1-3 first
confirm preliminaries and priors: I6:C has a very similar effect on �6:C here as ΔI6:C had on Δ�6:C
in Section 4 (Column 1), and immigrant inflows prevent firm death in this modified specification
that hones in on the 2000s (Columns 2 and 3). Once again, extensive margin firm responses are
stronger after immigrant exposure is corrected for endogeneity.

Columns 5 and 7 deliver the second benchmark result in this paper: immigrant inflows into
commuting zones and sectors cull lower productivity firms from the market while sustaining and
reducing the chances higher productivity firms exit. This is true whether productivity is measured
in terms of employment or earnings. Column 5, for example, finds that an average immigrant
inflow across a decade (0.04 from Table 1) increases the 5-year exit probability for low productivity

31For example, U 5 subsumes commuting zone-industry group fixed effects U6: and therefore the first difference seen
in (3.1).
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firms by a full percentage point, while reducing the 5-year exit probability for high productivity
firms by more than two percentage points.

These results run directly counter the notion that immigrants prevent productive reallocation
by sustaining marginal firms. Instead, not only do the most productive firms benefit, but the least
productive firms exit—immigrants generate increased productive firm turnover. Section 6 posits
one potential reason this could take place: some firms can better utilize immigrant labor, but at a
cost that makes them positively selected on productivity. Other possibilities include Becker-type
discrimination among lower productivity firms and frictions that prevent lower productivity firms
from directing search to immigrant workers they may want to hire. Regardless, the empirical re-
sults contained in Table 5 provide novel evidence that immigrants increase productive reallocation
across firms in local U.S. economies. They also provide yet another piece of evidence that immi-
grants are generating these effects from the supply-side of the product market, under the premise
that increased consumer demand alone should sustain rather than cull marginal firms.

5.3 SBO Panel: Data and Methods

The remainder of this section employs a second panel that links LBD firms to employee-hiring
firms (over 600,000) that were in operation and enumerated in the 2007 Survey of Business Owners
(SBO), following them until 2012—the “SBO Panel.” The SBO is another restricted-access Census
Bureau survey that allows for two additional advantages at the cost of a shorter and less extensive
panel. First, it contains reports of firm revenues at the national level, allowing for additional and
more standard measures of firm productivity. These additional productivity measures are gen-
erated in the same way as above, using Equation (5.1). Second, starting in 2007, the SBO began
asking about firm owner nativity. This allows for an enriched understanding of the distributional
consequences of immigrant worker inflows for firm owners.

A first set of specifications for this analysis take the form:

1[Shut Down] 5 C = U + Vtotal
(
�6:,C−2

)
(5.4)

+ Γ-6:,C−2 + U 5 + U6C + U:′C + Y 5 C
1[Shut Down] 5 C = U + Vmain (

�6:,C−2
)
+ Vmod (

�6:,C−2 × 1[High Prod.] 5
)

(5.5)

+ Γ-6:,C−2 + U 5 + U6C + U:′C + Y 5 C

with C ∈ {2007, 2012}. The replacement of �6:C with �6:,C−2 is necessitated by the availability of
I
Emigrants
6:C

for C ∈ {2005, 2010}. Estimating Equations (5.4) and (5.5) serves two purposes: first, they
add additional evidence of the productive reallocation result using more conventional productiv-
ity measures; and second, they ensure that this modified specification delivers similar results as
estimating Equations (5.2) and (5.3).

This latter reason then validates the use of the following models to further understand the
heterogeneity of immigrant-induced firm shut down decisions:
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1[Shut Down] 5 C = U + Vnative
(
�6:,C−2

)
(5.6)

+ Vimmi (�6:,C−2 × 1[Immi Owned] 5
)

+ Γ-6:C + U 5 + U6C + U:′C + Y 5 C
1[Shut Down] 5 C = U + Vnative main (

�6:,C−2
)

(5.7)

+ Vnative mod (
�6:,C−2 × 1[High Prod.] 5

)
+ Vimmi main (

�6:,C−2 × 1[Immi Owned] 5
)

+ Vimmi mod (
�6:,C−2 × 1[Immi Owned] 5 × 1[High Prod.] 5

)
+ Γ-6:C + U 5 + U6C + U:′C + Y 5 C

Equation (5.6) illustrates the differential shut down responses of immigrant- and native-owned
firms, on average, an analysis uniquely available by combining the SBO and LBD. Equation (5.7)
then combines the analyses in Equations (5.5) and (5.6) by stratifying firm shut down responses
on both ownership nativity and productivity.

These specifications test several hypotheses regarding firm ownership and productivity. Vimmi,
for example, is ambiguous in sign: while there may be linkages between immigrant owners and
employees that would suggest Vimmi > 0, immigrant firm owners may face more intense competi-
tion from other immigrant entrants if immigrant-owned firms are distinct fromnative-owned firms
in terms of employee pool or output within 5-digit NAICS codes. Similar considerations apply to
the immigrant-specific coefficients in Equation (5.7).

5.4 SBO Panel: Results

Column 1 of Table 6 shows a still-negative, but imprecise relationship between immigrant presence
and firm shut down probability in the SBO Panel. Columns 2–5, however, embody no such ambi-
guity, and additionally find that revenue-based measures of productivity deliver the same pattern
found in Table 5: increased immigrant presence sustains higher productivity firms and culls lower
productivity firms.

Table 7 builds on these results. First, Column 1 indicates that, on average, the entire negative
relationship between immigrant worker presence and shut down probability is due to immigrant-
owned firms. Given that my specifications flexibly control for commuting zone-wide factors like
a larger immigrant customer base, this is highly indicative of linkages between immigrant firm
owners and immigrant employees that are advantageous to immigrant-owned firms. Columns 2–5
add a significant degree of nuance to this result. Among lower productivity firms, those that are
ownedby immigrants are substantially less likely to shut down in response to increased exposure to
immigrant workers than those owned by natives. However, this is a relative gain; low-productivity
immigrant-owned firms either do not change their shut down behavior or are still more likely
to shut down in response to increased exposure to immigrant workers as a whole (adding up
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coefficients in the first two rows of Panel B). Furthermore, the advantage among high-productivity
firms does not appear to be heterogeneous across owner nativity, with the immigrant advantage
for low-productivity firms in the second row of Panel B negated by the fourth row. Thus, among
firm owners, a more complete picture emerges: high productivity firm owners are much less likely
to exit, regardless of nativity, while native owners of lower-productivity firms are far more likely
to exit in response to increased immigrant worker presence.

5.5 Summary and Discussion

Figure 8 summarizes the full set of result from Sections 5.2 and 5.4. The results found in this sec-
tion have substantial implications for the overall effect of immigrant workers on local economies.
In conjunction with the large increases in firm entry found in Section 4, they provide novel evi-
dence that immigrants increase local business dynamism—creative destruction—on the extensive
margin. In the context of models that incorporate firm heterogeneity and a non-trivial firm mass,
this dynamism has important welfare implications. Next, in Section 6, I use one such model to de-
scribe how these results can arise in general equilibrium, then show it generates welfare increases
from immigration that a canonical model of local production would not.

This increased dynamism is not without distributional consequences, however. Just as the liter-
ature on how immigration affects employees has focused on natives at risk of being substituted for
in production, it appears that there is a subset of natives who own low productivity firms that are
most at risk of having to shut down their business in response to increased immigrant presence.
This likely arises because of direct competition with immigrant entrepreneurs and because of ad-
vantages immigrant entrepreneurs have in hiring and utilizing immigrant workers that translate
to a competitive advantage.

It is also important to note caveats that stem from data limitations that force me to use proxies
for firm total factor productivity rather than more direct measures. The measure I employ that has
the most in common with the literature is revenues per worker. At best, this is a measure of labor
productivity, but at worst simply ameasure of the dispersion in use of non-labor inputs by different
firms. The key assumption for the validity of this measure, based onmymethodology, is that firms
within the same 5-digit NAICS code have comparable non-labor input requirements. Even in the
case where this is true, some imperfection in the labor market must exist for there to be a direct link
between labor and total factor productivity. In models with competitive labor markets—including
the one presented below—revenues per worker are independent of total factor productivity. These
models, instead, have a direct link between firm size (both employment and revenues) and firm
total factor productivity, which is why I prefer size-based measures here. Nonetheless, in practice,
firms can differ in size because of total factor productivity or because of idiosyncratic differences
in the demand for goods across firms (e.g., due to a foothold in the market). The key assumption
for my preferred productivity measures, then, is that 5-digit NAICS code by firm age fixed effects
remove enough of the variation in idiosyncratic demand differences across firms such that the
remaining variation primarily measures differences in firm total factor productivity.
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6 Synthesis Through Theory

The previous two sections have delivered key empirical insights into how immigrant workers affect
local economies in partial equilibrium (i.e., comparing across sectors within the same commuting
zone). This section relies on theory to show how accounting for the kind of firm heterogeneity
implied by the partial equilibrium results ultimately impacts general equilibrium analyses of im-
migration.

6.1 Motivation

By definition, models featuring perfect competition are not compatible with firm heterogeneity in
the final goodsmarkets, andmodels featuring both perfect competition and perfect substitutability
in the market for foreign-born and domestic labor are not compatible with immigrant-specific ef-
fects on firm outcomes. Melding a Melitz (2003) framework with imperfect substitutability in the
labor market across immigrant and native workers allows immigrant employees to generate dis-
tinct effects on firm outcomes relative to native employees and potentially change the productivity
distribution of firms.

However, this combination alonedoes not capture specific linkages betweenhigher-productivity
firms and immigrant employees. Such linkages are both directly implied by the results in Section
5 and indirectly by previous work. Mitaritonna et al. (2017), for example, find that manufactur-
ing firms in France employing immigrant workers are more than 11 percent more productive than
their counterparts that do not. Kerr and Kerr (2018) find that immigrant-owned firms in the U.S.
feature higher sales per employee than native-owned firms in the same state and two-digit sector.
This result only gets stronger with the inclusion of finer sector definitions, gender, ethnicity, age,
and education of firm owners. Under the premise that immigrant-owned firms are more likely to
hire immigrant employees, their results also imply that firms with more immigrant employees are
more productive.

Linkages between immigrant employees and higher-productivity firms can arise if firms have
to pay higher fixed operational costs in order to access immigrant employee networks and retain
immigrantworkers for production. These costs can include (but are hardly limited to) hiring trans-
lators and liaisons to be able to enter into immigrant job search networks and direct search for im-
migrants32, hiring lawyers to work on visa issues, and paying enforcement costs (in expectation)
when hiring undocumented immigrants. In the presence of such costs, firms with direct ties to
immigrants will be positively selected on productivity because they must be able to afford them.

In order to capture productivity-related reallocative responses to immigration, I thus add an
additional heterogeneity to my theoretical framework. In the spirit of Bustos (2011), I introduce
two technology types—one of which is more suited to utilize immigrant labor. As motivated in
the discussion above, firms must pay an additional fixed operating cost to access this technology,

32See e.g., this Center for American Progress report about Tyson Fresh Meats and its willingness to hire translators,
liaisons, and chaplains in order to utilize immigrant labor for an example.
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which means they are positively selected on productivity relative to their counterparts using the
less-immigrant-heavy technology. Immigrant-heavy firms save more on labor costs when immi-
grants enter the labormarket, pass through their savings to consumers, and thus gainmarket share
by competing it away from firmswho do not have special ties to immigrant workers. Their counter-
parts are forced to exit, a culling of the lowest-productivity firms in the market as a whole. In sum,
this model shows how firm entry and exit can drive immigrant-induced endogenous technological
change by changing the composition of firms in the economy.

6.2 Setup

Individuals are consumer-employees of type 8 ∈ {�4, #4}, with � representing foreign-born indi-
viduals and # representing native-born individuals and 4 ∈ {!, (}, where ! stands for high school
degree or !ess and ( stands for at least (ome college. Themass of each labor type in the economy is
fixed and employees supply their labor inelastically—the primary comparative static will increase
immigrant mass by increasing both �( and �! (as an average immigrant inflow into the U.S. does).
Entrepreneurs are indexed by 9 with 9 ∈ {0, 1}. Type 1 entrepreneurs choose to produce with a
technology that is more immigrant-dependent.

6.2.1 Consumer Preferences

Consumer preferences are uniform across consumers. Preferences across firms are of the form
presented in Dixit and Stiglitz (1977):

U =

[
�
[−1
`

∑
9

∫
�9

&( 5 )
`−1
`

] `

`−1

where �9 is the mass of firms owned by entrepreneurs of type 9 , � =
∑
9 �9 , &( 5 ) is the amount

demanded by consumers at firm 5 , which is a single firm in the local economy. ` > 1 is the elasticity
of substitution of consumption across firms. When [ = 1, consumers have a taste for variety, as the
original Dixit and Stiglitz (1977) model of monopolistic competition dictates. This taste for variety
generates external scale effects through which an increasing market size increases welfare. When
[ = 0, we shut down this channel and focus on the firm productivity distribution (see, e.g., Egger
and Kreickemeier, 2009).

This results in the following demand curves for each firm, which are downward sloping due to
product differentiation and substitutability across goods:

& 9 ( 5 ) = .�[−1%`−1? 9 ( 5 )−` (6.1)

where ? 9 ( 5 ) is the price charged by firm 5 of type 9 and . is total consumer spending, and the
price index % is given by %1−` ≡ �[−1 ∑

9

∫
�9
? 9 ( 5 )1−`.
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6.2.2 Firms

Firms have some market power but are non-strategic and take their downward-sloping demand
curves as given—a typical monopolistic competition setup. Firm production functions are given
by

& 9 (I) = I@ 9 (I)

@ 9 (I) =
[
0

(
! 9 (I)

) f�−1
f� +

(
( 9 (I)

) f�−1
f�

] f�
f�−1

! 9 (I) =
[
1 9

(
�! 9 (I)

) f� −1
f� +

(
#! 9 (I)

) f� −1
f�

] f�
f�−1

( 9 (I) = �( 9 (I) + #( 9 (I)

where I is a draw of total factor productivity, @ 9 (I) is a CES aggregator of less-educated labor (! 9)
and more-educated labor (( 9), and the lower education labor group is itself a CES aggregator of
immigrant and native labor. I consider high education workers to be indistinguishable across na-
tivity.33 The elasticities f� and f� govern how substitutable workers of different education and
different nativities are, respectively. I is drawn from the same Pareto distribution regardless of en-
trepreneur type, with shape parameter q andminimum value <. The parameter 0 governs relative
productivity across less- and more-educated workers.

The key difference across firms of type 9 is the parameter 1 9 within the low-education aggre-
gator. I assume type 9 = 1 firms depend more on, and better use immigrant labor:

Δ1 ≡ 11 − 10 > 0

This assumption stands in for a variety of reasons why firms that are more productive are more
adept at using immigrants in production. They may be better at allocating immigrants and natives
to different tasks, have better access to search networks where there are immigrant job-seekers, or
may be less discriminatory toward (suffer less distaste from hiring) immigrant workers.

The cost function is given by (
2 9

I

)
& 9 (I) + 2 9^ 59

where
2 9 ≡

[
0f�

(
2! 9

)1−f� + (F()1−f4
] 1

1−f�

and
2! 9 ≡

[
1
f�
9
(F� !)1−f� + (F#!)1−f�

] 1
1−f�

and F84 represents thewage for aworker nativity 8 and education 4 and F( ≡ F#( = F� ( because of
33There is more robust evidence for imperfect substitutability among low-education workers. See, e.g., Peri and Spar-

ber (2009).
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perfect substitutability among higher-educatedworkers. ^ 5
9
is a fixed operating cost that is allowed

to vary by entrepreneur type for reasons mentioned above—immigrant-linked firms often appear
to pay additional fixed operational costs in order to utilize immigrant labor. Thus, in order to access
the immigrant-specific production boost represented by 11 > 10 , theymust pay a proportional cost
every period, g, such that ^ 51 = g^

5

0 .
The cost function leads to a familiar pricing rule in models of monopolistic competition and

Dixit and Stiglitz (1977) preferences:

? 9 (I) =
(

`

` − 1

) (
2 9

I

)
(6.2)

That is, the firm still charges a constant markup over its marginal cost, but the firm’s marginal cost
reflects the two different types of labor it aggregates. Firms compete through prices, and so firms
that are able to pass on declines in 2 9 to consumers through ? are able to gain in market share.

6.3 Equilibrium Definition

Entrepreneurs only stay in the market if they are profitable. This defines a cutoff productivity for
type 0 firms:

c0(I∗0) ≡ 0 (6.3)

A second cutoff exists, at which marginal producers are indifferent between the immigrant-heavy
(type 1) and immigrant-light (type 0) production mode:

c0(I∗1) ≡ c1(I∗1) (6.4)

Entrepreneurs with productivities below I∗0 exit the market, entrepreneurs with productivities in
[I∗0, I

∗
1] produce with technology 0, and entrepreneurs with productivities above I∗1 produce with

technology 1. Entrepreneurs do not know their I prior to entry, and must pay an entry cost. The
next equilibrium condition is free entry:

E[c(I)] = E[c(I) |I > I∗0]P[I > I
∗
0] = 20^

4 (6.5)

where ^4 is a sunk (entry) cost entrepreneurs pay to take productivity draws, denominated in
units of output. When profits are high enough, entrepreneurs enter until they no longer expect to
recover their entry costs.34 The price level, % is given by

% ≡ =4
[∫ I1

∗

I0∗
?0(I)1−`6(I)3I +

∫ ∞

I1∗
?1(I)1−`6(I)3I

]
(6.6)

34Note that the assumption that entry costs scale with 20 (instead of 21 or a combination) is mostlymade for analytical
convenience. However, a simple, plausible justification is that producers do not invest in the costs to access immigrant
labor until after entry activities have been completed and they find out they have a draw of I above I∗1. Thus, the entry
activities are paid for using type 0 technology.
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where =4 is the endogenousmass of entrepreneurswho take productivity draws. Consumer spend-
ing. is set equal to labor payments, and the final equilibrium conditions occur in the labor market,
setting labor supply and labor demand equal for low-education immigrant and native workers.
High-education worker wages are set to be the numeraire, F( ≡ 1.

6.4 Equilibrium

The key items of interest revolve around I∗0. First, I define

'I ≡
I∗1
I∗0
=

[
(20)`

(
21g − 20

(21)1−` − (20)1−`

)] 1
`−1

(6.7)

and
\ ≡ 1 + '−qI

(
21g − 20
20

)
(6.8)

Solving Equations (6.3) through (6.6) then yield

I∗0 = <

[(
^
5

0
^4

) (
` − 1

q − (` − 1)

)
\

] 1
q

(6.9)

� = .

(
1

20^
5

0

) (
q − (` − 1)

q`

)
(6.10)

The key variable in this solution is \, which sets Equation 6.9 apart from standard productivity
cutoff expressions derived in similar models (e.g., Melitz, 2003). It introduces the notion that entry
and exit decisions for marginal type 0 firms depend on type 1 firms, through their ability to steal
away market share when their costs go down. If 21 goes down by more than 20 in response to a
shock, \ rises, which causes I∗0 to rise as well. The rise in I∗0 forces marginal type 0 firms to exit the
market.

This mechanism drives the results below because of how it relates to the labor market. Section
A.3.2 derives equilibrium in the labor market, with the upshot that demand curves slope down-
ward. Thus, when a low-education tilted inflow of immigrants occurs, the wages of less-educated
immigrants deteriorate the most of any group. In turn, 21 falls by more than 20 because 11 > 10.

6.4.1 Value Added of the Model: %

Price index % is inversely proportional to welfare. With I∗0 in hand, we can show35

%1−` = [Const.] (20)1−`�[ (I∗0)
`−1\

35 [Const.] =
(
`

`−1

)1−` (
q

q−(`−1)

)
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where � stands for firm mass. We then have

−
3 log(%)
3�

= −
3 log(20)

3�︸        ︷︷        ︸
Analogous to rep. firm model

+
(

[

` − 1

)
3 log(�)

3�︸                 ︷︷                 ︸
Increased variety through more firms

+
3 log(I∗0)

3�︸      ︷︷      ︸
Culling of marginal firms

+
(

1
` − 1

)
3 log(\)
3�︸                 ︷︷                 ︸

Technology switching
(6.11)

This expression clarifies the value added of this modeling framework. First, in a canonical, repre-
sentative firmmodel of production in which all firms have access to type 0 technology, the welfare
impact of immigrants on native workers through prices would be defined only by the first term of
Equation (6.11). This expression contains three additional avenues that this canonical framework
misses.

The next two terms are driven by extensive margin changes: firm mass and the productivity
level at the shut down margin. Sections 4 and 5 each delivered evidence that these reduced form
parameters are positive in sign in partial equilibrium. Setting Δ1 = 0, g =1, and 20 = 21 implies
a model that simply meld monopolistic competition in the output market with imperfect substi-
tutability in the labor market. In such a model, Equations (6.7) through (6.9) show that \ = 1 and
that I∗0 is therefore constant. Thus, such a model would open up an avenue from firmmass to wel-
fare through product variety—as long as consumers demand variety ([ = 1)—but would not affect
the firm productivity distribution. A model with Δ1 > 0 and g > 1 opens the door to additional
increases in welfare through a rising \—which increases welfare both independently and through
I∗0. Simulation results below separate these channels.

6.5 Simulations

6.5.1 Calibration

Table 8 shows key model calibrations, set to match the U.S. economy in 2000, which had an immi-
grant share of 0.12 (55 percent of which has at most a high school degree) and 0.07 establishments
per employee. Two calibrations are particularly difficult without employer-employee linked data.
The first is the difference between 11 and 10, Δ1. I will show results that vary this difference in order
to demonstrate how big it has to be for \ to rise and for there to be productive reallocation across
firms. For a given Δ1, 10 is pinned down by the immigrant-native wage gap among low-education
workers.

The second difficult parameter is g, which controls the cost firms pay to obtain Δ1, and deter-
mines how selected on productivity firms that pay it end up being. I also vary g in simulations
rather than set an arbitrary calibration, but this process revealed that g < 1.5 leads to unstable
simulations and g ≥ 1.6 leads to simulations that are essentially indistinguishable, when all other
parameters are held fixed. I thus set g to 2 for the figures presented below (see Table 9).

Under these calibrations, I run an experiment that increases the immigrant stock in the work-
force in a specific way that matches the empirical content of the immigrant inflows in this paper.
Each additional immigrant represents 0.58 additional immigrants with nomore than a high school
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degree and 0.42 immigrants with at least some college (see Table 3). As with a general immigrant
inflow to the U.S. over the last 30 years, this experiment tilts the labor force towards lower educa-
tional attainment workers.

6.5.2 Results

Figure 9 shows the results from an example simulation with Δ1 = 0.3 and g = 2. The top left
figure shows that labor costs fall more for type 1 firms. This mechanism filters through to the
rest of the results: because type 1 firms see lower marginal costs, the cutoff for switching to type
1 technology moves down. The same is not true for type 0 firms, even through immigrant entry
does lower their production costs. This is because type 1 firms are able to price compete away
market share, leading to a higher productivity bar for type 0 firms to be able to stay in the market.
The result is more entry overall (of both types, but particularly of type 1 firms), exit by marginal
type 0 firms, and an increase in native welfare. An immigration shock equivalent to a one percent
increase in the population generates a 0.49 percent increase in native welfare. We can then use
(6.11) to decompose this effect results into its component parts. Specifically,

W� ≡
3 log(Real Native Income)

3�

=
3 log(F#*#* + F(#()

3�
−
3 log(%)
3�

=
3 log(F#*#* + F(#()

3�
−
3 log(20)

3�︸                                             ︷︷                                             ︸
Standard

+
(

[

` − 1

)
3 log(�)

3�︸                 ︷︷                 ︸
Variety

+
3 log(I∗0)

3�︸      ︷︷      ︸
Culling

+
(

1
` − 1

)
3 log(\)
3�︸                 ︷︷                 ︸

Switching

where #! and #( are the fixed stock of native workers with at most a high school degree and more
than a high school degree, respectively. This expression simply adds changes to native nominal
income, (F#!#! + F(#(), to Equation (6.11).

The results of model simulations over a range of Δ1 are captured in Figure 10.36 Three im-
portant findings emerge: first, the “standard” portions of the immigrants surplus that accrue to
natives through wage and price changes, 3 log(F#!#!+F(#()

3�
− 3 log(20)

3�
(in blue), are a relatively

small component of the immigrant surplus when we account for firm heterogeneity—less than 20
percent in the simulations conducted here. Gains from variety through increased firm presence,(

1
`−1

)
3 log(� )
3�

(in gray), are the largest component of the immigrant surplus—insofar as consumers
value variety. See Table 10 for more details on the decomposition.

However, productive reallocation across firms, 3 log(I∗0)
3�

+
(

1
`−1

)
3 log(\)
3�

(in red), particularly

through the culling of marginal firms, 3 log(I∗0)
3�

(in darker red), plays a significant role as well—at
least 30 percent of the immigrant surplus comes from productive reallocation. Returning to a pri-
mary motivation in this paper, these general equilibrium reallocation effects stem from the supply

36Note that when Δ1 = 0, g is set to 1. Otherwise, g = 2 as usual.
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side of the product market—they occur due to immigrant characteristics as employees (making la-
bor costs cheaper) and because they induce and increase entrepreneur mass =4, which ultimately
raises I∗0 through increased competition. Even if we are to believe that gains through variety are
over-stated inmodels ofmonopolistic competition, taking firmheterogeneity into account is critical
to understanding how immigration affects the economy. Specifically, the bifurcation in productiv-
ity that is generated by allowing firms to pay a cost to better-utilize immigrant workers more than
doubles the native welfare gain that is associated with immigration.

6.6 Discussion

These exercises, taken together with the empirical results presented above, demonstrate why ac-
counting for heterogeneous firm responses can lead to estimates of immigrant-generated welfare
that are substantially larger than those that come from canonical models of labor demand. By al-
lowing for dispersion of productivity across firms, models with the Melitz (2003) structure open a
channel to welfare through the productivity distribution. In particular, a rising productivity cutoff
increases welfare by lowering prices—a first-order welfare gain analogous to shifting out the pro-
duction possibilities frontier. Yet another first-order welfare gain—not modeled here—could arise
if competition among firms raised the elasticity of substitution across products (see, e.g., Blanchard
and Giavazzi, 2003). Welfare gains that arise from changes to wages and firm input costs, by con-
trast, are small because the labor market is characterized by perfect competition. This is also the
case with accounting exercises conducted when both the labor market and the product market are
characterized by perfect competition (see, e.g., Borjas, 1999 and Ottaviano and Peri, 2008).

7 Conclusion

This paper documents several empirical relationships that reveal the critical role firm entry and
exit play in both absorbing immigrants into and mediating the effects immigrants have on local
economies. A causal, positive relationship between immigrants and business presence is driven
by firm creation throughout the size distribution and prevents exit by older, large firms within
local industries over three decades in which immigration was a defining feature of demographic
change in the U.S. These extensive margin firm responses were responsible for the majority of job
creation that absorbed immigrants into local labor markets. Contrary to what we would expect if
these effects were driven solely by consumer demand or uniformly lower labor costs across firms,
immigrant inflows appear to cull lower-productivity firms from a local economy. Ties between
immigrant workers and higher-productivity firms imply a substantially larger “immigration sur-
plus” than we would estimate with standard, representative firm models of the product market.
In fact, responses by firm entry and exit—and subsequent changes to firm composition—represent
a plausible channel through which the immigrant surplus can be first-order.

Future work will seek to delve into and contextualize the link between immigrant workers,
firm entry and exit, and higher-productivity firms. Employer-employee linked data, for exam-
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ple, can help test the model’s assertion that more productive firms within U.S. industries tend to
both hire more immigrant workers and benefit more from immigrant inflows. Additionally, cross-
geographic comparisons that stratify immigrant absorption outcomes—including wage changes,
native displacement, and productivity—by variables that reflect the ease of starting and shutting
down a business can help validate this paper’s suggestion that flexibility on the extensive margin
is a key determinant of the relative success in U.S. immigrant labor market assimilation.
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Figures and Tables

Figure 1: Endogenous Immigrant Inflows into the Construction Industry, 2000–2005
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Notes: Net immigration in Panel B is standardized across commuting zones.
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Figure 2: Exogenous Immigrant Inflows into the Construction Industry, 2000–2005
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]

Notes: Instrument-Predicted Inflows in Panel B are standardized across commuting zones.
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Figure 3: Educational Attainment of Immigrant Inflows and Receiving, Native Population
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Notes: Data obtained from IPUMS-USA. Average native educational attainment (left-most bar) taken in 1980, 1990, and 2000. Composition of immigrant inflows
(middle and right-most bar) obtained from estimating Equation (3.4) over the three decades covered by the time period 1980–2010.
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Figure 4: The Effect of Immigration on Firm Presence—Flow Decomposition (IV Results)
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Notes: See Equation (3.1) for specification. See Section 4.1.2 for details on outcome variables. Data accessed and analyzed in
Michigan Census Research Data Center.
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Figure 5: The Effect of Immigration on Firm Presence—Within Size Bin (IV Results)
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Notes: See Equation (3.1) for specification. See Section 4.1.3 for details on outcome variables. Data accessed and
analyzed in Michigan Census Research Data Center.
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Figure 6: The Effect of Immigration on Firm Presence—Heterogeneity (IV Results)
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Notes: See Equation (3.1) for specification. Data accessed and analyzed in Michigan Census Research Data Center.
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Figure 7: Decomposition of Net Job Creation per Immigrant Worker
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Notes: See Equation (3.1) for specification. Dot-dashed confidence interval is for Employment Growth at Continuers.
Solid confidence interval is for the overall jobs created per immigrant worker (all components added up). Data accessed
and analyzed in Michigan Census Research Data Center.
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Figure 8: Effect of a 1% Immigration Shock on Firm Shut-Down Probability (IV Results)
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Tables 5, 6, and 7 for underlying coefficients. Data accessed and analyzed in Michigan Census Research Data Center.
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Figure 9: Example Simulation with Δ1 = 0.2 and g = 2
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Figure 10: Simulations—Percent Change in Native Welfare from a 1% Immigration Shock
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Table 1: Summary Statistics (Publicly-Available Data)

1980 1980–2010 1980–2010 2000–2010

Workforce Δ�6:C : Immigrant Inflows ΔWorkforce Δ Establishments
per Initial Worker per Initial Worker per Initial Worker

Industry Group Mean Mean Std Dev Mean Std Dev Mean Std Dev
Admin. & Support Services 28,412 0.143 0.162 0.612 0.604 0.010 0.012
Bus & Taxi 11,506 0.095 0.146 0.162 0.906 0.004 0.027
Construction 51,145 0.070 0.109 0.232 0.347 -0.007 0.012
Eating & Drinking Places 48,400 0.075 0.094 0.394 0.333 0.015 0.010
Educational Services 28,537 0.027 0.062 0.254 0.344 0.006 0.005
Entertainment Services 24,966 0.044 0.072 0.412 0.605 0.002 0.010
Health Services excl. Hospitals 23,807 0.065 0.093 0.629 0.352 0.025 0.017
Hospitals 48,735 0.036 0.055 0.297 0.297 <0.001 <0.001
Insurance 33,594 0.012 0.034 0.154 0.300 0.001 0.009
Lodging 11,515 0.077 0.114 0.230 0.435 0.003 0.012
Management of companies 25,535 0.055 0.089 0.489 0.934 0.002 0.022
Manufacturing, Clothing 40,229 -0.020 0.137 -0.268 0.457 -0.011 0.012
Manufacturing, Electrical & Household 78,275 0.025 0.075 0.001 0.404 -0.003 0.003
Manufacturing, Food 16,349 0.045 0.099 -0.015 0.314 <0.001 0.005
Manufacturing, Metals & Machinery 74,356 -0.002 0.046 -0.117 0.280 -0.004 0.005
Manufacturing, Plastics + 36,251 0.023 0.074 0.018 0.386 <0.001 0.003
Manufacturing, Transportation 101,875 0.016 0.060 0.053 0.653 -0.003 0.004
Manufacturing, Wood & Furniture + 20,281 0.015 0.059 -0.052 0.353 -0.004 0.004
Non-Telephone Communication 4,352 0.038 0.087 0.396 0.682 -0.009 0.016
Nursing & Residential Care Facilities 9,714 0.056 0.097 0.460 0.431 0.008 0.008
Personal Services 15,327 0.057 0.104 0.114 0.330 0.003 0.015
Professional Services 81,687 0.038 0.052 0.380 0.328 0.018 0.015
Real Estate 25,828 0.039 0.067 0.294 0.455 0.028 0.022
Repair Services 16,736 0.043 0.079 0.142 0.287 -0.011 0.010
Retail Trade, Household Durables 15,068 0.026 0.062 0.234 0.376 -0.008 0.010
Retail Trade, Apparel 15,837 0.018 0.080 0.095 0.369 -0.008 0.031
Retail Trade, Dept. & Variety Stores 27,785 0.020 0.056 0.080 0.263 0.003 0.003
Retail Trade, Food & Gas 32,599 0.031 0.059 0.102 0.214 -0.005 0.009
Retail Trade, Fuel, Catalog, Vending 6,847 0.025 0.071 0.095 0.576 0.018 0.025
Retail Trade, Misc. 19,697 0.032 0.059 0.284 0.274 -0.007 0.010
Retail Trade, Vehicles 11,246 0.021 0.052 0.124 0.223 -0.005 0.009
Savings Institutions 41,095 0.030 0.052 0.216 0.302 0.008 0.010
Social Services 3,743 0.106 0.173 0.699 0.673 0.018 0.013
Telecomm & Data Processing 28,661 0.059 0.085 0.267 0.411 <0.001 0.008
Transportation 20,591 -0.002 0.049 -0.069 0.386 -0.001 0.005
Trucking 13,974 0.040 0.075 0.236 0.331 <0.001 0.015
Unions & Religious Organizations 12,085 0.016 0.061 0.220 0.327 0.008 0.014
Utilities 7,219 0.025 0.051 0.172 0.348 0.005 0.005
Warehousing & Storage 2,840 0.086 0.203 0.444 3.252 0.031 0.046
Wholesale Trade, Durable 32,044 0.019 0.053 0.088 0.364 0.056 0.017
Wholesale Trade, Nondurable 25,090 0.029 0.076 -0.008 0.241 0.037 0.019
Total 43,955 0.035 0.084 0.162 0.454 0.011 0.025

Notes: Data obtained from IPUMS-USA and County Business Patterns. Weighted by 1980 workers in local industry.
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Table 2: The Effect of Immigration on Firm Presence

Outcome: Δ�6:C Outcome: ΔFirms6:C

(1) (2) (3)

ΔI
Emigrants
6:C

: Emigrants Instrument 0.2410***
(0.0204)

Δ�6:C : Immigrant Inflows per Initial Worker 0.0322*** 0.0527***
(0.0030) (0.0055)

Specification Type 1st Stage OLS Emigrants IV
Within '2 0.1211 0.0260 0.0348
U6C , U:C X X X
Region × Industry Group × Year FE X X X
1980 Controls × Year FE X X X
Observations 59,000 59,000 59,000

Notes: See Equation (3.1) for specification. Outcome variable ΔFirms6:C is divided by initial workforce in 6: to retain consistent
scaling with Δ�6:C . All specifications include control variables for 1980 log employment, 1980 establishments per worker, 1980
self-employment share, 1980 college share, and 1980 under-40 share in the local industry interacted with year fixed effects. Ob-
servations weighted by 1980 local industry workforce size. Standard errors clustered at the local industry level. Data accessed
and analyzed in Michigan Census Research Data Center. * ? < 0.1 ** ? < 0.05 *** ? < 0.01
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Table 3: The Effect of Immigration on Firm Presence—Stability and Robustness of IV Estimates

ΔFirms6:C : Net Firm Entry per Initial Worker

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Δ�6:C : Immigrant Inflows per Initial Worker 0.0835*** 0.0448*** 0.0481*** 0.0527*** 0.0464*** 0.0569***
(0.0070) (0.0057) (0.0059) (0.0055) (0.0059) (0.0122)

Δ�6:,C−10: Lagged Immigrant Inflows per Initial Worker -0.0157
(0.0146)

Instrument(s) ΔI
Emigrants
6:C

ΔI
Emigrants
6:C

ΔI
Emigrants
6:C

ΔI
Emigrants
6:C

ΔI
Emigrants
6:C

(
ΔI

Emigrants
6:C

ΔI
Emigrants
6:,C−10

)
Kleibergen-Paap Wald 1st Stage � Statistic 261.8 81.80 88.74 140.1 129.7 29.30
Within '2 0.0482 0.0305 0.0506 0.0348 0.0674 0.0315
U6C , U:C X X X X X
1980 Controls × Year FE X X X X
Region × Industry Group × Year FE X X X

Control for ΔWorkersC
WorkersC−10

X

Observations 59,000 59,000 59,000 59,000 59,000 40,000

Notes: See Equation (3.1) for specification. All specifications include control variables for 1980 log employment, 1980 establishments per worker, 1980 self-employment share, 1980 college
share, and 1980 under-40 share in the local industry interacted with year fixed effects. Observations weighted by 1980 workforce size. Standard errors clustered at the local industry level.
Data accessed and analyzed in Michigan Census Research Data Center. * ? < 0.1 ** ? < 0.05 *** ? < 0.01
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Table 4: Decomposition of Immigrant-Induced Job Creation

Jobs Created at Firm Type (per Initial Worker):

Total Deaths Entrants Continuers Net Relocations
& Expansions

(1) = – (2) + (3) + (4) + (5)

Panel A: OLS

Δ�6:C : Immigrant Inflows per Initial Worker 0.8558*** -0.1106*** 0.2906*** 0.1850*** 0.2695***
(0.0700) (0.0352) (0.0347) (0.0344) (0.0413)

Percent of Total 100 12.92 34.00 21.62 31.49

Panel B: Emigrants IV

Δ�6:C : Immigrant Inflows per Initial Worker 0.6014*** -0.2573*** 0.1572*** 0.0857 0.1012
(0.1186) (0.0828) (0.0575) (0.0721) (0.0800)

Percent of Total 100 42.78 26.14 14.25 16.83

Notes: See Equation (3.1) for specification. See Section 4.2 for details on outcome variables. All specifications include control variables for 1980 log employment, 1980 establishments
per worker, 1980 self-employment share, 1980 college share, and 1980 under-40 share in the commuting zone-sector interacted with year fixed effects. Observations weighted by 1980
workforce size. Standard errors clustered at the commuting zone-industry group level. Data accessed and analyzed in Michigan Census Research Data Center. * ? < 0.1 ** ? < 0.05 ***
? < 0.01
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Table 5: Immigrant Presence and Firm Exit, Stratified by Productivity (Full Panel)

Outcome: �6:C Outcome: 1[Shut Down] 5 C
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)

I6:C : Emigrants Instrument 0.2732***
(0.0265)

�6:C : Immigrants per Initial Worker (Vmain) -0.0336*** -0.0709*** 0.1911*** 0.2604*** 0.3327*** 0.5273***
(0.0041) (0.0269) (0.0131) (0.0339) (0.0213) (0.0521)

�6:C × 1[High Prod.] (Vmod) -0.5001*** -0.8494*** -0.7073*** -1.067***
(0.0315) (0.0642) (0.0431) (0.0797)

Effect for High Prod. Firms (Vmain + Vmod) -0.5890*** -0.5393***
(0.0515) (0.0526)

Specification Type 1st Stage OLS Emigrants IV OLS Emigrants IV OLS Emigrants IV

Productivity Measure (logged) — — — Employment Employment Payroll per Payroll per
Employee Employee

U6C , U:C X X X X X X X
Region × Industry Group × Year FE X X X X X X X
2000 Controls × Year FE X X X X X X X

Within '2 0.0616 0.0001 <0.0001 0.003 0.0014 0.0059 0.0044
Observations 15,000,000 15,000,000 15,000,000 15,000,000 15,000,000 15,000,000 15,000,000

Notes: See Equations (5.2) and (5.3) for specification and (5.1) for productivity definitions. All specifications include control variables for 2000 log employment, 2000 establishments
per worker, 2000 self-employment share, 2000 college share, and 2000 under-40 share in the commuting zone-sector interacted with year fixed effects. Standard errors clustered at the
commuting zone-industry group level. Data accessed and analyzed in Michigan Census Research Data Center. * ? < 0.1 ** ? < 0.05 *** ? < 0.01
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Table 6: Immigrant Presence and Firm Exit, Stratified by Productivity (SBO Panel)

Outcome: 1[Shut Down] 5 C

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Panel A: OLS

�6:,C−2: Immigrants per Initial Worker -0.0269* 0.1433*** 0.1854*** 0.0620** 0.1806***
(0.0161) (0.0314) (0.0373) (0.0247) (0.0384)

�6:,C−2 × 1[High Prod.] -0.5617*** -0.4687*** -0.3214*** -0.5049***
(0.0861) (0.0730) (0.0641) (0.0826)

Panel B: Emigrants IV

�6:,C−2: Immigrants per Initial Worker -0.1080 0.8044*** 1.168*** 0.3494*** 1.225***
(0.0763) (0.1446) (0.1843) (0.1077) (0.2048)

�6:,C−2 × 1[High Prod.] -2.630*** -2.407*** -1.681*** -2.557***
(0.2876) (0.2882) (0.2023) (0.3289)

Productivity Measure (logged) — Employment Payroll per Revenues Revenues per
Employee Employee

U6C , U:C X X X X X
Region × Industry Group × Year FE X X X X X
2000 Controls × Year FE X X X X X
Observations 611,000 611,000 611,000 611,000 611,000

Notes: See Equations (5.4) and (5.5) for specification and (5.1) for productivity definitions. All specifications include control variables for 2000 log employment, 2000 establishments per
worker, 2000 self-employment share, 2000 college share, and 2000 under-40 share in the commuting zone-sector interacted with year fixed effects. Observations weighted by SBO survey
weights. Standard errors clustered at the commuting zone-industry group level. This table will be supplemented with Within '2 measures and a First Stage estimate in future drafts.
Data accessed and analyzed in Michigan Census Research Data Center. * ? < 0.1 ** ? < 0.05 *** ? < 0.01
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Table 7: Immigrant Presence and Firm Exit—The Role of Immigrant Entrepreneurship

Outcome: 1[Shut Down] 5 C
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Panel A: OLS
�6:,C−2: Immigrants per Initial Worker 0.0097 0.1816*** 0.2130*** 0.1108*** 0.2136***

(0.0175) (0.0326) (0.0351) (0.0271) (0.0406)
�6:,C−2 × 1[Immi Owned] -0.1422*** -0.1456*** -0.1254* -0.1753*** -0.1277**

(0.0358) (0.0479) (0.0642) (0.0443) (0.0509)
�6:,C−2 × 1[High Prod.] -0.5530*** -0.4821*** -0.3424*** -0.4900***

(0.0831) (0.0675) (0.0651) (0.0857)
�6:,C−2 × 1[Immi Owned] × 1[High Prod.] -0.0470 0.0737 0.0377 -0.0611

(0.1085) (0.1029) (0.0906) (0.0802)

Panel B: Emigrants IV
�6:,C−2: Immigrants per Initial Worker 0.0223 1.198*** 1.553*** 0.6582*** 1.710***

(0.0846) (0.1721) (0.2088) (0.1296) (0.2419)
�6:,C−2 × 1[Immi Owned] -0.2790*** -0.8495*** -0.9173*** -0.6581*** -1.052***

(0.0908) (0.1356) (0.1469) (0.1255) (0.1776)
�6:,C−2 × 1[High Prod.] -3.128*** -2.919*** -2.059*** -3.101***

(0.3426) (0.3280) (0.2585) (0.3781)
�6:,C−2 × 1[Immi Owned] × 1[High Prod.] 1.219*** 1.272*** 0.9445*** 1.289***

(0.2347) (0.2296) (0.2330) (0.2590)

Productivity Measure (logged) — Employment Payroll per Revenues Revenues per
Employee Employee

U6C , U:C X X X X X
Region × Industry Group × Year FE X X X X X
2000 Controls × Year FE X X X X X
Observations 611,000 611,000 611,000 611,000 611,000

Notes: See Equations (5.6) and (5.7) for specification and (5.1) for productivity definitions. All specifications include control variables
for 2000 log employment, 2000 establishments per worker, 2000 self-employment share, 2000 college share, and 2000 under-40 share in
the commuting zone-sector interactedwith year fixed effects. Observationsweighted by SBO surveyweights. Standard errors clustered
at the commuting zone-industry group level. This table will be supplemented with Within '2 measures and a First Stage estimate in
future drafts. Data accessed and analyzed in Michigan Census Research Data Center. * ? < 0.1 ** ? < 0.05 *** ? < 0.01
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Table 8: Key Calibrations

Parameter Value Target Moments Source

Panel A: Individually Calibrated

f� 1.5 — Ottaviano and Peri (2012)
f� 10 — Ottaviano and Peri (2012)
` 4 Average U.S. Markup = 32% Christopoulou and Vermeulen (2012)
q 3.1 q > ` − 1 —
^4 3 — —
< 1 — —

Panel B: Jointly Calibrated

0 0.64 F#*
F(

= 0.52 2000 Census

10 [0.15, 0.55] F�*
F(

= 0.4 2000 Census

^
5

0 0.25 � = 0.05 2000 Business Dynamics Statistics

Table 9: Percent Change in Native Welfare for a One Percent Increase in Workforce Due to Immi-
gration

Δ1

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

g

1.6 0.479 0.495 0.497 0.498 0.498
1.7 0.479 0.495 0.497 0.498 0.498
1.8 0.479 0.495 0.497 0.498 0.498
1.9 0.479 0.495 0.498 0.498 0.498
2 0.479 0.495 0.498 0.498 0.498
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Table 10: Components of Immigrant Surplus

Δ1

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

Standard: 3 log(F#*#*+F(#()
3�

− 3 log(20)
3�

0.176 0.152 0.149 0.148 0.148

Firm Mass ([ = 1):
(
[

`−1

)
3 log(� )
3�

0.518 0.476 0.470 0.470 0.470

Culling: 3 log(I∗0)
3�

0.230 0.279 0.286 0.286 0.286

Switching:
(

1
`−1

)
3 log(\)
3�

0.077 0.093 0.095 0.095 0.095

Total: 1 1 1 1 1
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A Appendix

A.1 Industry Classifications

Table A1: Industry Groups

Grouping 1990 Census Codes 2007 NAICS Codes
Construction 60 23
Management of companies 710 55
Utilities 422, 450, 451, 470–472 22, 486, 562
Manufacturing – Food 100, 101, 102, 110 , 111, 112, 120, 121, 122, 130, 610 311–312
Manufacturing – Clothing 132, 140, 142, 150, 151, 152, 220, 221, 222 313–316
Manufacturing – Wood & Furniture + 160–162, 231, 232, 241, 242, 250–252, 261, 262 321, 322, 327, 337
Manufacturing – Plastics + 180–182, 190–192, 200, 201, 210–212 324–326
Manufacturing – Metals & Machinery 270–272, 280–282, 290–292, 300, 301, 310–312, 320, 321, 331, 332, 380 331–333
Manufacturing – Electrical & Household 322, 340–342, 350, 371, 372, 381, 390, 391 334, 335, 339
Manufacturing – Transportation 351, 352, 360–362, 370 336
Wholesale Trade – Durable 500, 501, 502, 510–512, 521, 530–532 423
Wholesale Trade – Nondurable 540–542, 550–552, 560–562 424
Retail Trade – Vehicles 612, 620, 622 441
Retail Trade – Household Durables 580–582, 631–633 442–444
Retail Trade – Food & Gas 601, 602, 611, 621, 650 445, 447
Retail Trade – Misc. 590, 640, 642, 651, 652, 661, 662, 681, 682 446, 451, 453
Retail Trade – Apparel 623, 630, 660 448
Retail Trade – Dept. & Variety Stores 591, 592, 600 452
Retail Trade – Fuel, Catalog, Vending 663, 670–672 454
Transportation 400, 420, 421 481–483
Trucking 410 484, 492
Bus & Taxi 401, 402 485
Warehousing & Storage 411 493
Non-Telephone Communication 440, 852 515, 519
Telecomm & Data Processing 441, 442, 732 517, 518
Savings Institutions 700–702 521, 522
Insurance 711 524
Real Estate 712 531
Professional Services 12, 721, 741, 841, 882, 890–893 541, 711
Admin. & Support Services 20, 432, 722, 731, 740 561
Educational Services 842, 850, 851, 860 611
Health Services excl. Hospitals 812, 820–822, 830, 840 621
Hospitals 831 622
Nursing & Residential Care Facilities 832, 870 623
Social Services 861–863 624
Entertainment Services 742, 800–802, 810, 872 512, 532, 712, 713
Lodging 762, 770 721
Eating & Drinking Places 641 722
Repair Services 750–752, 760, 782, 790 811
Personal Services 771, 772, 780, 781, 791 812
Unions & Religious Organizations 873, 880, 881 813
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A.2 Instrument Vetting

This section presents a variety of analyses and visualizations that bolster the case for IEmigrants
6:C

as
a relevant and valid instrument in Sections 4 and 5. As of this draft, these analyses are done us-
ing publicly-available data in order to limit the size of disclosure requests from the U.S. Census
Bureau. That means independent variables like �6:C are measured from IPUMS-USA (Ruggles et
al., 2019). Estimated specifications are from Equation (3.1), but with H6:C generally corresponding
to outcomes that can be measured from IPUMS-USA—primarily the change in employment in a
given commuting zone-industry pairing (local industry) 6: . Note that the change in employment
growth does not include self-employed individuals for comparability with the LBD-measured em-
ployment used in the main text (Figure 7 and Table 4. Using this outcome allows me to utilize
the consistent industrial classification system provided by the IPUMS-USA variable ind1990 and
use the 1970s as a pre-period for placebo tests. Pre-trends and other issues with estimation us-
ing employment changes as an outcome should portend similar issues using outcomes related to
changes in establishment presence, changes in firm presence, and changes in employment mea-
sured from the LBD. Also note that the observation counts in the analyses presented in this section
vary from those presented in the main text because the sample restrictions throw out many more
local industries in the publicly-available data than they do in the restricted-access data—yet an-
other demonstration of the latter’s value. Throughout this section, I will also present comparisons
between IEmigrants

6:C
and IStandard

6:C
to highlight changes induced by the adjustment I make to the stan-

dard immigration shift-share instrument.

A.2.1 Comparability of Results: Immigration and Job Creation Using Publicly-Available Data

This section compares results from regressions using publicly-available data to results in Column
1 Table 4 and across use of different instruments. It does so using two measures of the change in
the number of employees per initial worker for a given decade as ΔH6:C in Equation (3.1). The first,
used for the majority of this appendix section, comes from IPUMS-USA, and simply measures
the change in the number of individuals classified as private employees based on their survey
responses to the 1980, 1990, 2000 Decennial Long-Form Censuses and the 2007-2011 American
Community Survey. The second is enabled by recentwork in Eckert et al. (2020), whose imputation
procedure enable employment counts from the County Business Patterns (CBP) at the county level
across consistent NAICS codes from 1980 to the present. The CBP and LBD have the same source
data, so this second outcome should more closely correspond to the outcome used in Column 1 of
Table 4.

Table A2 demonstrates that across these two outcomes, ΔIEmigrants
6:C

delivers similar results using
publicly-available data as it does using restricted-access data. Of particular note is the similarity
between Columns 2 and 7, which points both to the utility of the Eckert et al. (2020) imputation
procedure and the utility of publicly-available data to study this outcome. Thus, while future drafts
will finalize the checks contained in Section A.2 using restricted-access data, Table A2 is a “proof of
concept” for the rest of this section, indicating that checks using publicly-available data presented
in this draft are likely still informative.
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Table A2: Results Across Instruments (Publicly-Available Data)

Outcome: Change in Employees per Initial Worker

Source: Table 4 Source: IPUMS-USA Source: CBP (Eckert et al., 2020)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Δ�6:C : Immigrant Inflows per Initial Worker 0.856*** 0.601*** 1.494*** 0.728*** 1.180*** 0.716*** 0.609*** 0.539**
(0.070) (0.1186) (0.099) (0.195) (0.164) (0.077) (0.225) (0.228)

Instrument None—OLS Emigrants None—OLS Emigrants Standard None—OLS Emigrants Standard
1st Stage � Statistic — 140.1 — 48.52 47.07 — 48.52 47.07
Within '2 Not disclosed Not disclosed 0.143 0.101 0.127 0.022 0.021 0.021
U6C , U:C X X X X X X X X
Region × Industry Group × Year FE X X X X X X X X
1980 Controls × Year FE X X X X X X X X
Observations 59,000 59,000 29,091 29,091 29,091 29,091 29,091 29,091

Notes: See Equation (3.1) for specification. Data obtained from IPUMS-USA and County Business Patterns via Fabian Eckert. All specifications include control variables for 1980 log
employment, 1980 establishments per worker, 1980 self employment share, 1980 college share, and 1980 under-40 share in the local industry interactedwith year fixed effects. Observations
weighted by 1980 local industry workforce size. Standard errors clustered at the commuting zone-sector level. * ? < 0.1 ** ? < 0.05 *** ? < 0.01
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A.2.2 Additional Characteristics of Inflows

The following figure decomposes immigrant inflows in Δ�6:C by various characteristics based on
the following specification:

Δ�Characteristic6:C = U + #
[
Δ�6:C

]
+ Γ-6:C + U6C + U3 (6):C + Y6:C (A.1)

Equation A.1 exploits the adding-up property of linear regression for mutually exclusive and ex-
haustive groupings, decomposing howmany workers of each characteristic are brought in by each
immigrant, on average. Figure 3 of the main text already uses Equation (A.1) to decompose the
composition immigrant inflows into educational categories. Here, I utilize Equation (A.1) for a
variety of additional illustrative decompositions. As in the main text, the purpose of this figure is
to ascertain whether the individuals pushed into immigrating to U.S. local industries by ΔIEmigrants

6:C

are similar to 1) the receiving native workforce and 2) the typical immigrant inflow to a U.S. local
industry, which can be seen in the OLS bar of each panel.
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Figure A1: Additional Characteristics of Immigrant Inflows
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A.2.3 Country-Level Pushes

In order for IEmigrants
6:C

to provide a good source of exogenous variation for �6:C , we not only need it to
be randomly assigned, but also to be relevant. In this section, I show simple evidence that "non-US

>C

is a relevant predictor of �>C—total immigrant stock in theU.S. from country >. Crucially, this is true
both in levels and changes (including a country fixed effect)—outflows to non-U.S.OECDcountries
predict inflows to the U.S. Thus, IEmigrants

6:C
is not simply replacing the “shift” component of the

“shift-share” instrumentwith noise. Instead, it is replacing it with a relevant factor that is plausibly
exogenous relative to commuting zone-industry level outcomes in the U.S. The regressions take the
form of

5 (�>C ) = U + VPush 5 ("non-US
>C ) + 6(U>, UC ) + Y>C

where 5 (G) either logs G, keeps G level, or divides G by origin >’s 1980 population. 6(·) represents
a linear combination. Table A3 presents the results. Note that because these results use publicly-
available they do not reflect the full set of over 150 countries used to generate IEmigrants

6:C
in the main

results using restricted-access data. Future drafts will update these results accordingly.

Table A3: Push Factors

Outcome: �>C
Population>,1980

Outcome: log(�>C ) Outcome: �>C
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

"non-US
>C

Population>,1980
0.6861*** 0.7719***
(0.1196) (0.1128)

log("non-US
>C ) 0.4430*** 0.5516***

(0.0666) (0.0616)
"non-US
>C 0.1883** 0.3724**

(0.0748) (0.1889)

Within '2 0.413 0.400 0.247 0.377 0.017 0.012
Year FE X X X X X X
Country FE X X X
Observations 420 420 420 420 420 420
Countries 105 105 105 105 105 105

Notes: Dependent variables obtained from IPUMS-USA. Indpendent variables obtained from the IAB, and the United Nations’ World
Population Prospects 2017 for population denominator. Standard errors clustered at the country level. * ? < 0.1 ** ? < 0.05 *** ? < 0.01

A.2.4 Pre-Trends and Balance Tests

A distinct advantage of publicly-available employment measured by IPUMS-USA relative to the
CBP is that IPUMS-USA contains employment with a consistent industry classification going back
to 1970. This enables a pure pre-trends test that is not often available in panel, shift-share settings.
This pre-trends test uses the change in employees per initial worker in the 1970s as the outcome in
Equation (3.1). For comparison, I plot the results of this pre-trends test against the in-study-period
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effect (Columns 4 and 5 in Table A2). That is,

ΔH6:C = U + Vstudy period
(
Δ�6:C

)
+ Γ-6:C + U6C + UA (6):C + Y6:C

ΔH6:,1980 = U + Vpre-period
(
Δ�6:C

)
+ Γ-6:C + U6C + UA (6):C + Y6:C

The results can be seen below, in Figure A2. Interestingly, the OLS coefficient in the pre-period
shows no sign of a pre-trend. This, of course, does not preclude the need for an instrument, as
discussed in detail in the main test: the exclusion restriction must hold during the study period.
Nonetheless, thismay increase interest in theOLS results presented throughout the paper. The rich
fixed effects structure contained in Equation (3.1) may account for some of the biases we are used
to seeing when we study the effect of immigration on economic outcomes. There is a significant,
negative effect of immigration during the studyperiod onpre-period changes in employmentwhen
we use the standard instrumentΔIStandard

6:C
that is not statistically detectablewhenwe useΔIEmigrants

6:C
.

Using ΔIStandard
6:C

may, for example, confound a direct effect of immigration on employment growth
with reversion to the mean.

A.2.5 Confounding Short and Long-Run Responses (Jaeger et al., 2018)

Jaeger et al. (2018) broach a concern that arises from serial correlation in the “shift” component of
“shift-share” instruments—one that is particularly concerning with regards to the standard immi-
gration shift-share instrument. When this shift component is excessively serially correlated over
time, estimated parameters like V in in Equation (3.1) can confound short- and long-run responses
to immigrant inflows. Though this concern is particularly deleterious when wages are the primary
outcome variable of interest, it merits consideration in any setting where prior shocks may affect
current outcomes.

Jaeger et al. (2018) propose a data-demanding procedure to both test for and account for such
concerns, which is to include both the independent variable and its lag, and to instrument for
both (i.e., here, include Δ�6:C and Δ�6:,C−10 and use both ΔIEmigrants

6:C
and ΔIEmigrants

6:,C−10 as instruments.
Table 2 already demonstrates that ΔIEmigrants

6:C
passes this rigorous test, and additionally provides

evidence that the effect of immigrant inflows on firm presence is largely confined to the decade
of the inflow, at least when comparing across industries within commuting zones. Here, I present
evidence that this robustness applies to employment as an outcome as well and is a unique feature
of ΔIEmigrants

6:C
relative to ΔIStandard

6:C
.

Table A4 presents the relevant results. While ΔIEmigrants
6:C

loses a substantial amount of first stage
relevance, it retains enough of a first stage to make reasonable inferential statements about esti-
mated coefficients. On the other hand, the specification with ΔIStandard

6:C
breaks down in terms of

first stage relevance, rendering it uninterpretable. In line with Jaeger et al. (2018), I hypothesize
that the reason is that emigrant outflows to non-U.S. locations are less serially correlated across
time across origin countries > than are immigrant inflows to the U.S., which are dominated by
Mexico.
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Figure A2: Jobs Created per Immigrant—Pre-Trends Test and Effect Estimates
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Notes: See Equation (3.1) for specification. Data obtained from IPUMS-USA. All specifications include control variables for 1980 log
employment, 1980 establishments per worker, 1980 self employment share, 1980 college share, and 1980 under-40 share in the local in-
dustry interactedwith year fixed effects, region-industry group-year fixed effects, and commuting zone-year fixed effects. Observations
weighted by 1980 local industry workforce size. Standard errors clustered at the commuting zone-sector level.
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Table A4: Results Across Instruments, with Double Instrumentation (Publicly-Available Data)

Outcome: Change in Employees per Initial Worker
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Δ�6:C 1.587*** 1.476*** 0.728*** 0.770*** 1.052*** 3.158
(0.114) (0.105) (0.195) (0.285) (0.207) (6.119)

Δ�6:,C−10 -0.308*** -0.243 -2.754
(0.0644) (0.302) (7.585)

Instrument None—OLS None—OLS Emigrants Emigrants Standard Standard
1st Stage � Statistic — — 48.52 14.33 47.07 0.0640
Within '2 0.143 0.158 0.101 0.122 0.127 -0.318
U6C , U:C X X X X X X
Region × Industry Group × Year FE X X X X X X
1980 Controls × Year FE X X X X X X
Observations 29,091 19,394 29,091 19,394 29,091 19,394

Notes: See Equation (3.1) for specification. All specifications include control variables for 1980 log employment, 1980 establishments per worker, 1980 self employment share, 1980 college
share, and 1980 under-40 share in the local industry interacted with year fixed effects. Observations weighted by local industry 1980 workforce size. Standard errors clustered at the
commuting zone-sector level. * ? < 0.1 ** ? < 0.05 *** ? < 0.01
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A.2.6 Correlated Shocks Across 6: with Similar Shares (Adao et al., 2019)

Adao et al. (2019) find that regression residuals can be substantially correlated across areas with
similar “share” components in shift-share instruments, invalidating standard inference procedures.
Importing their concerns to the current study, any industry-country level shocks that affect out-
comes through the presence of base year shares c6>,1980, even if not related to immigration itself,
can generate correlated outcomes across areas with similar c6>,1980.

A simple example that could apply here would be a sector-specific trade shock in a given origin
country. For example, if Syria experiences a positive trade shock that is independent of Syrian em-
igration forces, this can affect firm presence in areas heavily populated by Syrians in the U.S.—e.g.,
Detroit and Boston—through trade linkages, but it is unlikely to have any affect on firm presence
in areas like Atlanta or Miami with low Syrian populations. These correlated shocks would not
create a bias in V, but would require a modification of standard errors beyond clustering at the
commuting zone-industry level, since Detroit and Boston are not even in the same region.

Adao et al. (2019) illustrate this issue by conducting placebo tests in which they replace the
“shift” component with white noise and assessing the resulting false rejection rate after multiple
simulations of the reduced form regression model. Here, the analogous placebo exercise uses
instruments of the form

IPlacebo6:C

1
�6,1980

∑
>

c6>,1980 × d> (−A (6)):C × l>:C

where l>:C is a random draw from a normal distribution . Each placebo instrument is then used
in the reduced form estimating equation:

ΔH6:C = U + VPlacebo
[
ΔIPlacebo6:C

]
+ Γ-6:C + U6C + UA (6):C + D6:C

with publicly-available (IPUMS-USA) change in employees per initial worker from IPUMS-USA
as the outcome and errors clustered at the local industry (commuting zone-industry) level, as in
the main analysis.

Results from 1,000 placebo simulations are summarized in Table A5 and Figure A3. There is
evidence of a small bias in the standard errors when clustering at the local industry level. The
false rejection rate at the 95% confidence level is 0.0592 (should be 0.05) and the false rejection
rate at the 99% confidence level is 0.0121 (should be 0.01). In Figure A3, I present a Q-Q plot that
does not portend any signs of non-standardness in the asymptotic distribution—other than being
slightly fatter tailed (as implied in Table A5. I hypothesize that the rich fixed effects structure
U6C +UA (6):C removes much of the correlation across geographies found in Adao et al. (2019) when
they study the standard immigration instrument at the 6C (rather than 6:C) level, but the remaining
over-rejection will be addressed in future drafts.
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TableA5: SummaryCharacteristics of 1,000 C-Statistics fromAdao et al. (2019) Placebo Simulations
(Publicly-Available Data)

Simulation Result Target

Mean -0.035 0
Standard Deviation 1.118 1
False Rejection Rate: 90% Confidence Interval 0.136 0.1
False Rejection Rate: 95% Confidence Interval 0.077 0.05
False Rejection Rate: 99% Confidence Interval 0.022 0.01

Figure A3: Q-Q Plot from Adao et al. (2019) Placebo Simulations (Publicly-
Available Data)
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Notes: Data obtained from IPUMS-USA. Red circles represent a simulation that resulted in a false rejections
whereas blue squares represent simulations that did not result in false rejections.
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A.3 Model Additions and Extensions

A.3.1 Comparing the Immigrant Surplus in a Representative Firm Model to a Model with Firm Hetero-
geneity

As a starting point, consider the following, constant elasticity of substitution (CES), model of pro-
duction for a representative firm37 in a local economy:

& = Ī

(
0�

f� −1
f� + #̄

f� −1
f�

) f�
f� −1

(A.2)

where � represents immigrant labor, #̄ represents a fixed stock of native labor, Ī is total factor pro-
ductivity, and f� is the elasticity of substitution between immigrant and native employees. While a
more realistic version of the production function would start with nests for education and eventu-
ally work its way down to nativity (see, e.g., Ottaviano and Peri, 2008), this model delivers much
of the intuition for the rest of this section in a simple way. In this context, f� can be thought of
as a reduced form parameter that aggregates all the different reasons why an average immigrant
worker may be different than an average native worker (including average educational attainment
(see Figure 3).

Let native wages, F# , be the numeraire. There is only one good, so consumer welfare is sim-
ply a function of its price and wages. When � increases in this model, the economy expands au-
tomatically (we can think of this as long run capital adjustment with a fixed rental rate in the
background), but what matters to native workers is how it affects the price of the good. Denoting
immigrant wages as F� , % as the price of the good, taking first order conditions, and rearranging
yields the following expression:

W� ≡ −
3 log (%)

3�
= −

3 log(2)
3�

(A.3)

where
2 ≡ (0f�F1−f�

�
+ 1)

1
1−f�

are labor costs to the firm. W� is proportional to the immigrant surplus—the surplus accruing
to the native workers as a result of immigrant inflows. Here, it is directly tied to the labor cost
savings that occur as immigrant wages decline in response to � rising. Using similar, CES produc-
tion function models, both Borjas (2014) and Ottaviano and Peri (2008) find thatW� is small and
positive.

Sections 4 and 5 will show that immigrants have large and heterogeneous effects on extensive
margin decisions by firms. This suggests accounting for these effects in our theoretical analysis
of immigration. This point has been made explicitly by di Giovanni et al. (2014), who feature
gains from variety in their global welfare analysis of immigration. Melitz (2003) offers a simple
way to incorporate extensive margin firm responses in long-run, steady state, general equilibrium
analysis. The key features of this model are 1) consumer taste for variety, 2) a non-degenerate total
factor productivity distribution across firms, and 3) a fixed cost of production. Combined, these
features generate monopolistic competition that results in a non-trivial, but finite, firm mass, with
heterogeneity across each firm’s total factor productivity level.

We can gain simple insights into howour analysis of immigrationmay changewhenwe account
for these features by placing the production function from (A.2) into the closed economy Melitz

37Or, the aggregation of many, small, identical firms.
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(2003) framework, where each firm is indexed by its own total factor productivity, I:

@(I) = I! (I)

! (I) =
[
0 (� (I))

f� −1
f� + (# (I))

f� −1
f�

] f�
f� −1

Consumers have elasticity of substitution ` across firms, leading to a conventional pricing rule for
each firm:

?(I) =
(

`

` − 1

) (
2

I

)
(A.4)

where F� is the immigrant wage and we once again set native wages F# to be the numeraire. The
overall price index is given by

%1−` = =4

∫ ∞

I∗
?(I)1−`6(I)3I

where =4 is the entrepreneurmass and I∗ is the cutoffproductivity, belowwhich these entrepreneurs
suffer losses and therefore exit in the long run. 6(I) is the distribution of productivity across firms
in the local economy. I follow convention in assuming it is Pareto:

6(I) ≡ q<qI−q−1

The mass of firms in the local economy is simply � ≡ =4
∫ ∞
I∗
6(I)3I = =4<q (I∗)−q.

With these simple ingredients in place, we can derive the following expression:

W� ≡ −
3 log(2)
3�︸       ︷︷       ︸

Same as above

+
(

1
` − 1

)
3 log(�)

3�︸                 ︷︷                 ︸
Increased variety through more firms

+
3 log(I∗)

3�︸      ︷︷      ︸
Productivity pass-through to prices

(A.5)

In this setup, the immigration surplus has two additional terms compared to the representative
firmmodel, in Equation (A.3). The first representswelfare gains in the form of increased consumer
variety. The second represents welfare gains that arise from an increase in the productivity bar that
entrepreneurs must cross in order to operate in the market. As seen in Equation (A.4), firms with
higher I charge lower prices to consumers in order to compete away market share from their com-
petitors. Thu\phi-(\mu-1)s, when I∗ rises and lower productivity firms exit themarket, consumers
benefit through lower prices. The signs of each of these additional reduced form parameters are
explored in detail in the empirical analyses of this paper. Section 4 finds that increased exposure
to immigrant workers generates an increase in firm presence in local labor markets, while Section
5 finds that low productivity firms are culled from the market—in the language of this model, the
latter indicates an increase in I∗.

A.3.2 Derivation of Labor Market Equilibrium

In this section, I derive labormarket equilibrium for low-education immigrant labor. An analogous
derivation gives us labor market equilibrium for low-education native labor. Skilled labor’s price
is set to be the numeraire, as described in the text. Firm’s maximize the following expression for
profits:

c 9 (I) = ? 9 (I)@ 9 (I) −
∑
8

∑
4

F8484 − 2 9^ 59
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where 8 ∈ {�, #} and 4 ∈ {*, (}. They take their demand curves, @ 9 (I) = ? 9 (I)−`%`−1. and their
production functions @ 9 (I) = I! 9 (I) as given. Thus, first order conditions yield:

F�* = 2 9!
1/f�0*

1/f�−1/f�
9

1* 9 �
−1/f�
* 9

(A.6)

F#* = 2 9!
1/f�0*

1/f�−1/f�
9

#
−1/f�
* 9

So, we have the familiar relative wage expression among low-education immigrant and native
workers:

F�*

F#*
=

(
�* 9

#* 9

)−1/f�
1* 9

Solving for #* 9 and plugging into the low-education aggregate * 9 then yields the following ex-
pression for* 9 in terms of �* 9 :

* 9 = �* 91
−f�
* 9

F
f�
�*
2
−f�
* 9

Plugging this expression back into (A.6) yields the following expression for �* 9 in terms of wages
and ! 9 :

�* 9 = F
−f�
�*

1
f�
* 9
2
f�
9
2
f�−f�
* 9

0f� ! 9 ≡ �unit* 9 ! 9

Firms use ! 9 to produce output and to cover their fixed costs. Thus, integrating across firms yields
the following expression that equates low-education immigrant labor supply, �* , with labor de-
mand:

�* = =4

[∫ I∗1

I∗0

�unit
*0

(
@∗0(I)
I
+ ^ 50

)
6(I)3I +

∫ ∞

I∗1

�unit
*1

(
@∗1(I)
I
+ ^ 51

)
6(I)3I

]
where @∗0(I) and @

∗
1(I) are optimal output choices—plugging in the pricing rule ? 9 (I) =

(
`

`−1

) (
2 9

I

)
into the demand expression. After some algebra, the final expression for �* becomes:

�* = 0f�F
−f�
�*

2−1
0 .

{
1
f�
*02

f�
0 2

f�−f�
*0

[(
`

` − 1

)−1
(\)−1

(
1 − '−(q−(`−1))

I

)
+

(
q − (` − 1)

q`

) (
1 − '−qI

)]
+

1
f�
*12

f�
1 2

f�−f�
*1

(
21
20

)−` [(
`

` − 1

)−1
(\)−1

(
'
−(q−(`−1))
I

)
+ g

(
(q − (` − 1))

q`

) (
'
−q
I

)] }
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